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TO THE USERS OF THIS BOOK

You have been learning English now for two or more years. Or perhaps you learned
your English some years ago and you are trying to bring it back to life. Yet you feel
something is missing. Perhaps you saw an English language film or heard an interview in
English on the radio; perhaps you tried reading a magazine article or listened to two
English-speakers chatting at the table beside you in a cafe. What you read or heard
somehow was not the English you have learned.

Almost certainly, what is missing from your English is a range of EXPRESSIONS and
IDIOMS. These are the decorations of the language: you already have the foundations and
the walls. English is a particularly idiomatic language—that's why we've written this book.

Obviously EXPRESSIONS ON YOUR OWN does not contain all the expressions used
in modern English—no book could. But it helps you learn to use enough of them for you to
speak and write in a natural way. And in using them, you too will be able to express
something of your own personality in the way native speakers do.

The structure of the book

EXPRESSIONS ON YOUR OWN is a do-it-yourself study course for everyone who knows
the basics but wants to improve their vocabulary in order to have more to say or write in
everyday situations.

The book is divided into 4 weeks and each week has 6 daily units. Each day you will
learn and practise 6 new expressions. This means that by the end of the four weeks, you
will have learned to use 4x6x6 = 144 expressions. (You'll also find that besides the 144
highlighted expressions there are about 100 other, less difficult ones included.) At the end
of each week, on the 7th day, you have a weekend review with a test. This is to help you
check that you have learned all 36 of the week's new expressions.

The daily units

Each day begins with a presentation dialogue. The 6 expressions of the day are printed
in the text in bold letters. Next to this dialogue, the same text is repeated with the new
expressions paraphrased. For example, the expression "talk shop" is in the presentation
dialogue as: "I know how much you enjoy talking shop with Malcolm...", and is
paraphrased in the repeated dialogue as: "I know how much you enjoy discussing work
with Malcolm..."

Therefore, if the meaning of the expressions is not clear to you from the original context,
there's no need to use a dictionary, because you can find help in the second text. Indeed,
we would like to encourage you NOT to use a dictionary at all, since if you can find out the
meaning of the expressions from context ON YOUR OWN, you are more likely to remember
them!

After the dialogues in each daily unit there are 3 exercises which give you the opportunity
to practise the expressions. There are more than 10 variations on these exercises throughout
the book (including the LETTERS TO OLAF!).



The weekend reviews
The weekend reviews consist of an introductory text and a TEST with 6 sections so that

you can see what you have learned during the week. You can get a maximum of 54 points
plus a bonus point if you're lucky! (The answers are given at the end of the book.)

The word cards

Word cards are a very useful means of memorizing new vocabulary, because you can
easily separate the expressions you have difficulty with and repeat them individually. We
have included a series of word cards (or expression cards?), each with an expression on
one side and its definition on the other. You can cut them out and practise the new
expressions on the bus/tram/metro (or wherever) without having to carry the book around
all the time.

Recycled expressions

The new expressions appear several times throughout the book in later dialogues and
exercises, and when they do, they are highlighted with an asterisk (*). Altogether you'll
find more than 333 asterisks!

To language teachers in the classroom

Since EXPRESSIONS ON YOUR OWN consists of a series of dialogues, it may well be
used as a basis for classroom communicative exercises. The presentation dialogues can be
exploited in many ways: they can be paraphrased, rewritten, extended, memorized, acted
out, etc. Thus, the book can serve as SUPPLEMENTARY COURSE MATERIAL for the
development of vocabulary and communicative speaking skills. It is also recommended for
language exam courses to prepare students for the oral part of the exam. What's more, the
ready-made tests after each week make it easy for you to assess whether your students have
learned the new material or not.

Acknowledgements

The teaching system of this book is based on that of WORDS ON YOUR OWN, which
was written by Zoltdn Dornyei, Gdbor Salomon and Margit Szesztay. Grateful thanks are
therefore due to Gdbor and Margit, whose original ideas are frequently reflected in
EXPRESSIONS ON YOUR OWN.



Abbreviations:
sg - something
sy - somebody
* - indicates a recycled expression



Tday
that's not my cup of tea
how come...?
get it over with

on an empty stomach
get on sy's nerves
it's too much of a hassle

A: What's he talking about?
B: I'm not sure. Some book.
A: Book? Oh, that's not my cup of tea.
B: How come you're here then?
A: By mistake. Anyway, what's it called?
B: What?
A: The book.
B: I think it's something like "Expressions

On Your Own".
A: Oh no, that sounds dreadfully dull. Do you

think he's going to go on about it all day?
B: Well, I'm hoping he'll get it over with

quickly because I'm dying for a cup of tea.
A: I'm not very keen on them, you know.
B: On what?
A: Expressions. Particularly not on an

empty stomach.
B: Well, yes.
A: In fact, they really get on my nerves.
B: Well then, why don't we try to slip out

quietly at the back?
A: Oh no, we'd have to ask everyone in the

row to stand up to let us out. It'd be too
much of a hassle.

A: Whafs he talking about?
B: I'm not sure. Some book.
A: Book? I don't like that sort of thing.
B: Why are you here then?
A: By mistake. Anyway, what's it called?
B: What?
A: The book.
B: I think it's something like "Expressions On

Your Own".
A: Oh no, that sounds realty boring. Doyou think

he's going to talk and talk about it all day?
B: Well, I'm hoping he'll finish soon, because I

really need a cup of tea.
A: I don't like them very much, you know.
B: What?
A: Expressions. Especially when I haven't eaten.

B: Well.yes.
A: In fact, they really irritate me.
B: Well then, why don't we try to leave quietly

through the exit at the back of the room?
A: Oh no, we'd have to ask everyone in the row

to stand up to let us out. It would be far too
much trouble.



DEFINITIONS Welcome to Expressions On Your Own and the first exercise! On the left (1 -6) are the definitions
of the expressions on the right (a-f). Which definition goes with which expression?

1 irritate sy
2 complete or finish doing sg (unpleasant)
3 without having eaten (for a long time)
4 I'm not interested in such things
5 why? how is that...?
6 it's too much trouble

a that's not my cup of tea
b get it over with
c on an empty stomach
d it's too much of a hassle
e get on sy's nerves
f how come...?

LETTERS TO OLAF Here is the first of eight letters written by Cecilia, who is trying to learn English in
England, to her fiance", Olaf. Cecilia is not perfect—and neither is her English. She has used all 6 of today's
expressions in her letter but there are mistakes in all of them. Find and underline the mistakes (without looking
back at the expressions, of course!). Then write your corrections in the space on the right.

(Dear Olaf,

you. know I hate uniting Utters (even to you), But since I have.
some free time now, I've decided to get it under with. 9iow go
you didn 't phone me fast night? IHd you forget? Anyway, this
place isn 't too bad, although, my roommate sits my nerves on
sometimes and the course isn't ready my cup of coffee — too
much work^ "Everybody works really hard, but I find the
homeworfimuch too of a hissle. The food's awful But I have to
eat it Because working is even more difficult in an empty
stumuck; I 'm missing you and your cooking very much.

fill my love,

Cecilia

Corrections:

DIALOGUE PAIRS Much the same as the definition exercise. Match the first speaker's words (1-6) with the
second speaker's (a-f). Of course, the expressions are all here somewhere!

1 Are you coming to Youth Club?
2 I hate doing the washing up.
3 Richard Jennings really gets on my nerves!
4 How come you've got so much spare money these

days?
5 Have some more. You can't go to school on an

empty stomach
6 Are you going to take the new cooker home

yourself?

a No. I'm having it delivered. Otherwise it would be
too much of a hassle.

b But I don't like scrambled eggs!
c So do I, so let's get it over with quickly.
d Yes, he is a bit of an idiot, isn't he?
e I had a pay rise last month.
f No thanks, that's not my cup of tea.

ANSWERS ON PAGE 68



talk shop
be bored out of one's mind
turn one's nose up at sg

that'll do
make oneself at home
make a fuss

A: Ignorant barbarians! We won't be inviting
them for dinner again.

B: Oh? I thought it was quite a pleasant
evening.

A: You would think that!
B: What's that supposed to mean?
A: I know how much you enjoy talking shop

with Malcolm. Janice and I were bored
out of our minds! Not that she has much
of a mind!

B: Really, Margery!
A: Did you see the way she turned her nose

up at my chicken soup? She's nothing
but a...

B: That'll do, Margery! Besides, they both
said they enjoyed it very much.

A: Oh sure! They really made themselves at
home... drinking all our 1965 brandy,
and...

B: But we offered it to them.
A: You offered it to them!
B: Oh do stop making such a fuss, Margery!

A: Stupid unculturedpeople! We won't be inviting
them for dinner again.

B: Oh? I thought it was quite a pleasant evening.

A: It's just like you to think that.
B: What do you mean ?
A: I know how much you enjoy discussing work

with Malcolm. Janice and I were extremely
bored—although she's not very intelligent.

B: Don't be so rude, Margery!
A: Did you see the way she looked at my chicken

soup as though it wasn't good enough for her?
She's nothing but a...

B: That's enough, Margery! Besides, they both
said they enjoyed it very much.

A: Naturally! They behaved as if this was their
home... drinking all our 1965 brandy, and...

B: But we offered it to them.
A: You offered it to them!
B: Oh stop getting angry over something which

is not important, Margery!



DEFINITIONS Do you remember this from yesterday? You do? So once again, find a definition from 1-6 to
match each expression, a-f.

j 1 be extremely bored a that'll do
2 that's enough b make a fuss
3 discuss with colleagues professional matters (often c talk shop

excluding others from the conversation) d make onesdf at home

4 express an attitude that sg is not good enough for one>s nosg
you„ , , . . . r .. f be bored out of one's mind5 make a big thing out of nothing

6 behave informally as if it was your home

EDITING Believe it or not, all six of today's expressions are hidden in the following four sentences! However,
the sentences are all nonsense because there are some extra, unnecessary words in each one. Cross these out and
you'll have four meaningful sentences!

1 Now it that is it will does do, darling, stop the making the a fuss doing the fuses.

2 I am always am bored boring out on boring of on my minds mind when they begin to speak
to talk in the shops out of the shop.

3 Come in and do at your home make you at home yourself at home at.

4 You needn't turn to up your nose at to it up to at it just because it's different.

MISFITS A misfit is somebody or something that doesn't fit in—the odd one out As you can see, each of the
sentence beginnings below (1-6) has three endings (a, b, c); but each time, one of these is wrong—it doesn't fit.
Can you find the misfits?

1 Stop talking shop...
a because I hate discussing business on an empty

stomach*.
b and let's buy it instead.
c because my friends don't know anything about

geology.
2 We were bored out of our minds...

a because his lecture was too short.
b because 19th century French poetry is not our

cup of tea*.
c and I had difficulty keeping awake.

3 There's no need to turn your nose up at my idea...
a since yours isn't any better.
b because it's not a very good one after all.
c because we haven't tried it out yet.

4 That'll do Martin;...
a how are you?
b you're beginning to get on my nerves*.
c don't you ever stop talking?

5 Make yourself at home—...
a there's a clean towel in the bathroom.
b you can move in whenever you want to.
c and pour yourself an aperitif while I serve dinner.

6 Why is he making such a fuss? ...
a Nothing is broken.
b Is there something wrong with the food?
c If he is upset, why should he hide it?

ANSWERS ON PAGE 68



3""day
put it right
be pressed for time
there's a lot at stake

get the picture
that's more like it
bear it in mind

1
1
J
J

A: Hang on, this isn't the right guy!
B: What do you mean, sir?
A: I mean you've got the wrong person, you

idiot. This man doesn't even vaguely
resemble the one we're after.

B: But I double-checked it, sir.
A: You did? Brilliant! Now listen, you

pathetic twerp, I'm fed up with you. I've
had enough...

B: I'll put it right, sir, I promise! Just give
me one more chance.

A: Okay. One last chance. But remember,
you dimwit, we're pressed for time. And
there's a lot at stake. Do you get the
picture?

B: Yes sir, I certainly do sir! I'll have him
here by tomorrow morning.

A: That's more like it. But remember,
tomorrow morning—or there'll be trouble
for you. Bear it in mind.

A: Wait a minute, this isn't the right man.
B: What do you mean, sir?
A: I mean, you've got the wrong person, you

idiot! This man doesn't look at all like the one
we want.

B: But I checked really carefully, sir.
A: Oh really? Brilliant! Now listen, you hopeless

little man, I've had enough of you...

B: I' II make everything all right sir, I promise! Let
me have one more try.

A: Okay. You can try just one more time. But
remember, you stupid fool, we have very little
time. And a lot depends on this. Do you see
what I mean?

B: Yes sir, I certainly do, sir. I'll bring him here
tomorrow morning.

A: That's much better. But remember, tomorrow
morning—or there' II be trouble for you. Don't
forget that.



Match the DEFINITIONS (1-6) with the expressions (a-f) which they define. Simple enough, isn't it?

1 understand the situation
2 correct the mistake
3 there's so much to win or lose
4 don't forget it, think about it
5 that's better
6 be in a hurry, be short of time

a be pressed for time
b that's more like it
c get the picture
d bear it in mind
e put it right
f there's a lot at stake

WORD ORDER In order to be very modern and up-to-date, we've written this book with a computer.
Unfortunately, when it was printing the following six sentences (each with an expression in it) the computer put
the words in alphabetical order! And unfortunately for you, the computer isn't programmed to correct this kind
of mistake. So why don't you rewrite each sentence with the correct word order?

1 For hurry pressed time up we're!

2 A any at don't lot make mistakes stake
there's.

3 It it's mistake put right should so you
your.

4 All bear in it mind should the time you.

5 Done it like more that's well.

6 Don't get I picture the think you.

ODDS & EXTRAS No, this is not just another matching exercise—it's muchmore complicated! You see, there
are five sentence beginnings (1-5) and five endings (a-e). But one sentence beginning has two possible endings
and another sentence beginning has no ending at all. Can you find which is which? (And the endings for the other
three as well?) No need to make a fuss* ! Just read them carefully.

1 Good! You're using my phone. That's more
like it—...

2 I won't have a cup of tea now...
3 You don't need to worry...
4 You don't have to decide about it immediately...
5 There's a lot at stake...

a because I'm pressed for time.
b I'm glad to see you're making yourself at home*.
c but bear it in mind.
d I'll put it right as soon as I can.
e I get the picture.

ANSWERS ON PAGE 68



4*day
what have you been up to?
feel under the weather
not to feel up to it

take the trouble to do sg
pull oneself together
leave sy in peace

A: Hi Peter! How are you?
B: Oh hi, Katie.
A: I haven't seen you around much recently.

What have you been up to?
B: Oh nothing much. I've been feeling a bit

under the weather.
A: Oh dear! Nothing serious I hope...
B: No.
A: Why didn't you come to Jessica's party

last night? It was brilliant! Tim really
made a fool of himself trying to chat up
Belinda and... you know Belinda, don't
you?

B: No, I don't think so.
A: Honestly Peter! Where've you been!

She's Dave's new girlfriend. Oh well,
you'll be able to meet her tonight.

B: Tonight...?
A: At the tennis club! We'll all be there. You

are coming, aren't you...?
B: Well, I don't really feel up to it...
A: Hey, what's the matter with you? If you

don't take the trouble to go out and meet
people, they'll stop inviting you...

B: Hmm. I bet they don't notice if I'm not
there anyway...

A: Oh that's pathetic! Pull yourself
together, Peter! You'd better start making
an effort or...

B: Oh, why don't you leave me in peace!

A: Hi Peter! How are you ?
B: Oh hi, Katie.
A: I haven't seen you around recently. What have

you been doing?
B: Oh nothing much. I've not been feeling very

well.
A: What a pity! Nothing serious, I hope...
B: No.
A: Why didn't you come to Jessica's party last

night? It was brilliant! Tim looked really
ridiculous when he was trying to pick up
Belinda and... you know Belinda, don't you?

B: No, I don't think so.
A: Really Peter! You don't know any of the latest

gossip! She's Dave's new girlfriend. Oh well,
you'll be able to meet her tonight.

B: Tonight...?
A: At the tennis club! We'll all be there. You are

coming, aren't you...?
B: Well, I still don't feel well enough for that,...
A: Hey, why are you behaving like this? If you

don't make an effort to go out and meet people,
they'll stop inviting you...

B: Hmm. I'm sure they don't notice if I'm not
there anyway...

A: Oh that's ridiculous! Stop losing control,
Peter! You'd better start making an effort or...

B: Oh, why don't you leave me alone?

10



Even if this exercise isn't your cup of tea*, it'll do you good! So match the DEFINITIONS with the expressions!

1 stop bothering/disturbing sy, leave sy alone
2 make an effort to control oneself
3 be unwell
4 what have you been doing?
5 spend extra time and energy to do sg
6 not to feel ready or well enough for sg

a what have you been up to?
b not to feel up to it
c take the trouble to do sg
d feel under the weather
e leave sy in peace
f pull oneself together

EDITING If you don't get rid of the extra words in each sentence, you won't understand any of the sentences.
Do you get the picture*? Good luck!

1 I feel on the over under the up weather weathers so please let me leave in the piece me
in the peace.

2 Hi John, why what are have you on up been to up be to be recently?

3 You should pull you and yourself with each other in together and take do a troubles to
the trouble on meeting to meet these people even if you feel to don't feel on up it to
on it.

ODDS & EXTRAS This is the "complicated "exercise, which you managed to do quite easily yesterday (didn't
you?!). Today, it's the same thing BUT this time there is an extra ending that doesn't have any beginning. 1-5
are the first halves of dialogues and a-f are the "responses" of the other person.

1 Why don't you ever take the trouble to check
through your work?

2 Pull yourself together!
3 What have you been up to lately?
4 It was very cold yesterday.
5 You don't really feel up to it, do you?

a Yes, I felt a bit under the weather.
b Of course I do! I've been training for weeks!
c Me? I've been writing a book.
d Not really, so leave me in peace!
e Because it's too much of a hassle* .
f Why don't you! You're panicking more than I am!

ANSWERS ON PAGE 68
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5"day
have the situation under control
take my word for it
keep up the pretence

at all costs
that's not sy's style
man in the street

li

1
2
3

4
5
tf

"My friends, this time of worry has passed. We
have the situation under control!"

A: (whispering) What a liar! Their situation
is hopeless, you can take my word for it.

B: Yeah, he just wants to keep up the
pretence—at all costs.

"The people are on our side! We have their
wholehearted support. You know I'm not
exaggerating!—hat's not my style!"

A: Like hell it isn't! He keeps talking about
the man in the street—I bet he's never
met one in his life.

B: Shhhhhhh! That man in the black coat is
watching us!

"So my friends, these difficult months are over. We
are now the masters of the situation!"

A: (whispering) He's lying! Their situation is
hopeless, you can believe me.

B: Yes, he just wants to pretend everything is
alright, and he'd do anything to achieve that.

"The people are with us! They support us
completely. You know I'm not exaggerating—I'm not
that land of person!"

A: Oh yes he is! He keeps talking about the
"average person" but I'm sure he's never met
an ordinary person in his life.

B: Shhhhhhh! That man in the black coat is
watching us!

12



If you don't feel up to* this DEFINITIONS exercise, don't worry, you're not the only one!

1 believe me, accept what I say as true
2 no matter what effort or expense is required
3 keep up an image which is not supported by real

facts
4 ordinary or average person
5 manage a difficult situation
6 sy is not like that, doesn't usually do that

a man in the street
b that's not sy's style
c at all costs
d take my word for it
e have the situation under control
f keep up the pretence

WORD ORDER The computer has done it again! It's put the words in these sentences in alphabetical order.
We're terribly sorry, but could you rearrange them again for us?

1 Afford can't in it man street the the.

2 Know my not style that's you.

3 Can for it my take you word.

4 Control don't have situation the they
under worry.

5 Are keep pretence still the they to
trying up.

6 All at be costs first they to want.

Now it's time to find those MISFITS again. Which of the three (a-c) is the wrong one in each case?

1 We have the situation under control,...
a so let's get some help.
b so you can stop making a fuss*.
c but let's hope nothing unexpected happens.

2 ..., you can take my word for it.
a It's not worth it—It's too much of a hassle*,...
b Don't worry, he won't come tomorrow,...
c I might speak to him,...

3 She can't keep up the pretence any longer...
a since everybody knows that she's not really a taxi

driver.
b because she's extremely clever.
c because David will discover the truth

immediately.
4 ... at all costs.

a We'll probably buy a new car...
b We must be on that train...
c We must put it right*...

5 ...—that's not my style.
a I would never tell him that I feel under he

weather*...
b I don't think I'll have my hair cut...
c Even if we are pressed for time* I won't hurry..

6 The man in the street...
a knows nothing about nuclear physics.
b can tell you where the post office is.
c usually turns his nose up at* new ideas.

ANSWERS ON PAGE 68
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6*day
be a pain in the neck
make the most of sg
raise objections about sg

lose one's temper
that won't get you/sy anywhere
there're no two ways about it

A: Mum! Are you listening?
B: Oh, do stop being such a pain in the

neck, Rachel, and leave me in peace*.
We've talked about it at least three times
and you know my opinion.

A: But why are you so against it? It's a
wonderful opportunity to spend some
time abroad—and you know I'd make the
most of it. I'm sure Portuguese isn't too
difficult to learn, and anyway, I'll be
living with Fernando...

B: Exactly.
A: Oh, I don't believe it! Are you seriously

going to raise objections about my living
with Fernando?!

B: Don't lose your temper with me, Rachel.
That won't get you anywhere!

A: But my relationship with Fernando is
serious... and I could easily find a job
teaching English. We'd be fine.

B: The answer is no, Rachel, and there're no
two ways about it!

A: Mum! Are you listening?
B: Oh, stop being difficult, Rachel, and leave me

in peace. We've talked about it at least three
times and you know what I think about it.

A: But why do you disagree so strongly with it?
It's a wonderful opportunity to spend some
time abroad—and you know I wouldn't waste
my time there. I'm sure Portugese isn't too
difficult to learn... and anyway, I'll be living
with Fernando...

B: That's exactly why /' m against it.
A: Oh, I don't believe it! Are you really going to

protest about my living with Fernando?!

B: Don't get angry with me, Rachel, that won't
make your situation any better!

A: But my relationship with Fernando is
serious... and I could easily find a job teaching
English. We'd be fine.

B: The answer is no, Rachel, and nothing you say
will change that!

14



If you feel under the weather*, why don't you match these DEFINITIONS with the expressions? It might help!

1 make maximum use of sg, benefit from it as much
as possible

a that won't get you/sy anywhere
b be a pain in the neck

're no two ways about it2 you/sy won't succeed or achieve your/their purpose c
like that

„ . . . . . . d lose one's temper3 be irritating, annoying or tiresome
,M , . . . . . . .4 express one s anger, irritation and impatience in an
; uncontrolled way
5 produce reasons against sg, object to sg
4 this is how things are, this is the only option

e make the most of sg
f raise objections about sg

^Here's Cecilia's second LETTER TO OLAF and, as you can see, she's still having problems with English
expressions. Can you find and correct the mistakes again? (We hope you can!) Remember to underline them and
write the corrections in the right-hand margin! (And remember not to look back at the expressions while you are
doing the exercise!)

'My darting Olaf,

Mow I miss you! I've decided I hate this place. I'm trying to do
the most of this wonderful opportunity to learn 'English, But
it's hopeless. IU never (earn this stupid language. My
roommate is the cleverest one here But she's a pane in my
shoulder. I wanted to have a party on Tuesday night But she
rose objections. I almost loosed my temperature with her but I
know that won't put me anywhere. I want to give up and come
back.nome to you, Olaf, my love. So you must write me another
nasty letter saying, "Putt yourself together*! you have to
stay—and there's no three roads around it!" Tlease do this for
me, my darling.

Corrections:

Lots of love,

CecUta

SENTENCE HALVES This is very much like the "Dialogue Pairs" exercise on the 2nd day. 1-5 are the first
parts of sentences and a-f are the second parts. Your job is to match them!

1 You can try phoning him if you like...
2 We're only here for a day...
3 Either you pay for the damage or I call the police...
4 Rebecca always spoils our plans...
5 Filling in forms...
6 If you don't stop that right now...

a by raising objections about everything we suggest.
b but it won't get you anywhere.
c can be a pain in the neck.
d and there're no two ways about it.
e I'll really lose my temper.
f so let's make the most of it.

ANSWERS ON PAGE 68
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r
WEEKEND REVIEW

Some language learners can't stand expressions. They often raise objections about* learning
them, such as "that's not my cup of tea*; I'm bored out of my mind* when I try to learn them",
or "they get on my nerves*; I always lose my temper* when it comes to expressions", or "learning
expressions is too much of a hassle* and I don't feel up to it*", or "I have difficulties even with
single words so learning expressions won't get me anywhere*", etc. We agree: Expressions are
very often illogical, complicated, tiring, difficult, boring, irritating... To put it short, they're a pain
in the neck*. But they are used—in the papers, on the radio, in literary writing, on TV, by the
man in the street*—everywhere. So they must be learned at all costs*. But even bearing this in
mind*, learning them might not be very easy. Our advice is this: get it over with* as quickly as
possible, in a painless way. You agree? That's more like it*! Luckily, Expressions On Your Own is
exactly the book you need: short, easy, interesting, inspiring, entertaining, pleasurable and funny
—especially the following TEST. (See if you can do it without looking back at the expressions!)
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TEST
GAPS This is simply a list of the whole week's expressions (36 in all) with one word missing from each. Fill in
the missing words for 1/2 point each (maximum 18 points).

1 ....... all costs
2 be a.......in the neck
3 be bored....... of one's mind
4 Depressed.......time
5 bear it in .......
6 feel....... the weather
7 get it over .......
8 get....... sy's nerves
9 get....... picture
10 have the situation ....... control
11 how...?
12 it's ....... much of a hassle
13 keep....... the pretence
14 leave sy ....... peace
15 ....... one's temper
16 ....... a fuss
17 make oneself....... home
18 make the ....... of sg

19 man....... the street
20 not to feel....... to it
21 ....... an empty stomach
22 pull oneself.......
23 put....... right
24 raise objections....... sg
25 take my word ....... it
26 ...... the trouble to do sg
27 ....... shop
28 that....... get you/sy anywhere
29 that'll.......
30 that's ....... like it
31 that's not my...... of tea
32 ....... not sy's style
33 there's a lot....... stake
34 there're no two ways ....... it
35 turn one's nose ....... at sg
36 what have you been....... to?

SUBSTITUTIONS For each sentence, can you replace the words in italics with an expression? (Of course you
can!) Maximum: 8 points.

1 I decided to speak to them on the phone
because writing letters is too much trouble. ........................................

2 That's enough, kids! I can't bear all this noise! ........................................
3 I'd rather just watch TV at home because I'm

not feeling very well. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 Why do you have to think of reasons against

every good idea that I have? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 Alright! You don't have to say it again. I

understand the situation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6 I bought a beautiful vase but the shop assistant

just wouldn't spend the extra time and energy
to wrap it up for me.

7 Do sit down and behave as though this was
your home. ........................................

8 He gets very angry when anyone mentions his
car, because his son destroyed it in an accident
last week. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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MISTAKES Try out what it's like for a language teacher to correct homework. There are either ONE or TWO O
mistakes in each of the following sentences. You can get 1 point for every sentence which you correct correctly! ;
(Max. 10 points) By the way, the asterisks (*) before and after the sentences mean that they are not correct.

1 *She turned her nose at my Fiat 126.*
2 *Why don't you let me in pease?*
3 * We must try to keep the pretence up. *
4 *I'm afraid that won't take you anywhere.*
5 *I don't enjoy speaking shops.*
6 *She gets in my nerve.*
7 *I'll bear it in the mind.*
8 *You can take for it his word.*
9 * A man on the street usually doesn't even know

who the president of the U.S.A. is.*
10 *I said no—and there aren't two ways for it.*

DEFINITIONS For each definition, can you write next to it the expression which it defines? (max. 5 points)

1 there's so much to win or lose . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 no matter what effort or expense is required . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 correct a mistake . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 complete or finish doing sg (unpleasant) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 that's better . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS Fill in the missing expressions in the following question and answer pairs and
you'll get 8 points. It's as simple as that!

1 A: So what.................... during the last year?
B: Oh, I' ve done lots of different things since we last met.

2 A: Shall we go to the Natural History Museum?
B: A museum? Well,..................... I'd rather go on that boat trip.

3 A: Why do you have to ruin my life? I hate you! I hate you!
B: You're hysterical!....................! We'll talk about it when we get home.

4 A: Do you want another cup of coffee, dear?
B: No thanks. I'm a bit..................... I've got to leave in five minutes.

5 A: .................... you weren't at the meeting?
B: Was there a meeting? I didn't know anything about it.

6 A: Why do you always have to be late for everything?
B: Oh stop..................... I'm only 5 minutes late.

7 A: Why are all these people running around and shouting at each other? You said you had..................
B: We have, but there are a few minor problems still to be sorted out.

8 A: Is it true that Bill got really drunk last night and drove home?
B: Bill?! Drinking and driving?! No,....................!
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fOlDPPOSITES Don't give up—this is the last part of the test. The words in italics in these sentences (1-5) mean
ly! pbe opposite of certain expressions which you know! So why not write the expressions next to their opposites?

's worth it for 5 points.

I'mfinding this realty interesting. ........................................
I can't work after a big meal. ........................................
He is a really friendly and likeable person. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4 She completely wasted the opportunity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 I feel really fit and ready for the exam. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

CONGRATULATIONS!

You could have got 54 points. How many did you get?

And now, here's your chance to win an extra point - the 55th! Just answer this question correctly:

Which of the following 4 descriptions of this test do you prefer?

t it's a pain in the neck*.
It's too much of a hassle*,

c It gets on my nerves*.
d It's absolutely fantastic!

poo*)

COMMENTS

Here are a few further things you might like to know about some of this week's expressions.
Get it over with - You can say get sg over with, e.g. get an exam over with.
That's not my cup of tea - Although this is the most common form of this expression, it's also possible to say that something
(e.g. reading) is not my cup of tea.
Too much of a hassle can be shortened to too much hassle.
That'll do - We have introduced the meaning "that's enough", but it can also mean "that will be good enough". E.g. "Isn't
fliis one too small?" "No, that'll do."
Bear it in mind, Put it right - "It" can be substituted with "that" or certain other objects, e.g. put the situation right, bear
Ms fact in mind.
I don't feel up to it can also be used in a question form, i.e. Do you feel up to it?, but it's very rarely used in the affirmative,
Le. I feel up to it.
Feel under the weather is very often used with "a bit", e.g. I feel a bit under the weather.
Take the trouble to do sg has an alternative, go to the trouble to do/of doing sg.
Be a pain in the neck - Not only a person but doing something can also be a pain in the neck, e.g. Doing the washing up
is a pain in the neck. Note that even if there's more than one person, the expression doesn't change, e.g. They are a pain in
the neck.
That won't get you/sy anywhere - "youlsy" means that although the most common form of this expression is with you, it
can also be used with other pronouns or persons, e.g. That won't get us anywhere.

HAVE YOU REMEMBERED THE WORD CARDS AT THE BACK? YOU CAN CUT THEM
OUT.

ANSWERS ON PAGE 71-72
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Tday
beat about the bush
get to the point
cross one's mind

give sy a ring
pull strings
that's out of the question

A: ...and you look so beautiful with the sun
behind your golden hair...

B: Surely, Archie, you haven't come to talk
about my golden hair?

A: Oh but Gertrude darling, I've been
missing you...

B: Rubbish! That's not your style*. Archie,
stop beating about the bush. What do
you want?

A: Well, I was just passing through the area
and I thought it would be nice to drop in
and see what you've been up to*...

B: Now that'll do*, Archie! You're begin-
ning to get on my nerves*. Will you please
get to the point?!

A: All right, all right! You see, it's about this
bank loan... You know how important it
is... And then I suddenly remembered how
friendly you are with Mr. Sterling, the
bank manager...

B: Uhuh. Go on...
A: Well, it just crossed my mind that you

might... perhaps... cr... give him a ring—
that is, if it isn't too much of a hassle* ...

B: You mean, you want me to pull strings for
you? No, I'm sorry, Archie, that's out of
the question. Besides, no one would give
you a loan even if you were recommended
by me.

A: .. .andyou look so beautiful with the sun behin
your golden hair...

B: Surely, Archie, you haven't come to talk <
my golden hair?

A: Oh but Gertrude darling, I've been missing
you...

B: Nonsense! You're not that kind of person
Archie,stop try ing to avoid say ing what you't
here for. What do you want?

A: Well, I was just driving through your distric^
and I thought it would be nice to visit you i
see what you've been doing recently...

B: Now that's enough, Archie! You're beginning!
to irritate me. Will you please tell me why\
you're here?!

A: All right, all right! You see, I came because I\
want to borrow some money from the bank...\
You know how important it is... And then /I
suddenly remembered how friendly you are\
with Mr. Sterling, the bank manager...

B: Uhuh. Go on...
A: Well, I just had a thought that you might...]

perhaps... er... phone him—that is, if it isn't too]
much trouble...

B: You mean, you want me to arrange things for j
you by using my influence? No, I'm sorry,
Archie, that's impossible. Besides, no one
would lend you money even if you were
recommended by me.
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fanyone asks you, "How come* you like a book like Expressions On Your Own! ", why don't you simply answer,
^Because there're wonderful exercises in it, such as the DEFINITIONS".

go around a subject instead of speaking about it
directly and openly

; call sy on the phone
reach the important thing one wants to say
that's impossible
occur to one; come into one's head as an idea
use one's power, influence, important friends to
arrange things for sy

a get to the point
b give sy a ring
c that's out of the question
d pull strings
e cross one's mind
f beat about the bush

i you like talking shop*? Well, we do sometimes, with people from work. But this isn't the time for talking—it's
', time for EDITING the following sentences. (There're lots of unwanted words in them!)

He asked me to pull the string some the strings but that's no question out of question
on out the question.

t It never crossed on my to my minds on mind to give to get to him the ring a ring to him.

I Stop beating around about bush aroun-d the bushes about bush and get on the point to on
the to point.

»you think you already know today's expressions and don't need to find the MISFITS in the next sentences?
ell, we're afraid this kind of thinking won't get you anywhere*! Besides, misfits are often extremely interesting!

Don't beat about the bush! ...
a Let's start talking about the main problems!
b We're pressed for time* and I want to know

about the money.
c We have the situation under control*!

2 ...he just wouldn't get to the point.
a He spent hours talking about unimportant details

and...
b He didn't take the trouble to* listen to what I was

saying because...
c He didn't make the most of* their opportunity to

discuss business, because...
And then it crossed his mind...
a to check whether any letters had come for him.
b that he was feeling under the weather* .
c that Daniel might not have got the picture* .
I'll give her a ring...
a because there's a lot at stake* and we can't wait

until tomorrow.
b then perhaps she'll marry me.
c because she's quite lonely and that'll cheer her

up.

5 He can pull strings for you...
a so he'll leave you in peace*!
b because he knows the managing director.
c so you should get to know him soon!

6 It's out of the question!...
a Get to the point!
b He can't—and there're no two ways about it*!
c We'd never be able to keep up the pretence*.

lANSWERS ON PAGE 69
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A:
B:
A:

B:

A:

B:

A:

B:
A:

B:

A:

B:

Tday
run short of sg
there isn't much in the way of sg
keep sy company

jump down sy's throat
get carried away
it serves sy right

A:
B:
A:

What's for dinner?
An omelette, if you cook it.
Typical! Actually, we're running short of
eggs so you can forget about your
omelette, anyway.
There isn't much in the way of bread
either—just a stale roll. We'll starve.
Look, there's some minced meat here in
the fridge... We'll have spaghetti
bolognese, how about that? And yes, I'll
cook it, as usual.
Good! I'll stay in the kitchen and keep
you company.
(without enthusiasm) Fantastic.

(10 minutes later)

It needs more tomato sauce.
No, it doesn't! Why do you always want
to spoil the flavour with tomato sauce?!
OK! OK! There's no need to jump down
my throat! I just prefer it with lots of
tomato sauce, that's all.
You want lots of tomato sauce? Right!
You'11 get lots!
Hey! That'll do! Don't get carried away!
That's far too much!

(5 minutes later)

Would you like to taste it, monsieur!
(tastes it) Ouch! I've burnt my tongue!
Good! It serves you right!

A: What's for dinner?
B: An omelette, if you cook it.
A: It's just like you to say something like th

Actually, we've got very few eggs left so yoi(
can forget about your omelette, anyway.

B: There's hardly any bread either—just an ol
roll. We'II starve.

A: Look, there's some minced meat in thefridge.\
We'll have spaghetti bolognese, how abou
that? And yes, I'll cook it as usual.

B: Good! I' II stay in the kitchen and talk with yo\
while you cook.

A: (not too happily) Fantastic.

(10 minutes later)

B: It needs more tomato sauce.
A: No, it doesn 't! Why do you always want to spoft

the flavour with tomato sauce?
B: OK! OK! There's no need to shout at me! Iju

prefer it with lots of tomato sauce, that's all.

A: You want lots of tomato sauce? Right! You'I
get lots!

B: Hey! That's enough! Don't go too far! That's]
much too much!

(5 minutes later)

A: Would you like to taste it, sir?
B: (tastes it) Ouch! I've burnt my tongue!
A: Good, You deserve that!
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Has it ever crossed your mind* that DEFINITIONS are sometimes boring? Yes? Then it must have happened
While you were working with some other book.

1 go too far because of emotions or excitement
2 be with sy so that he/she isn't left alone
3 have little/few of sg left
4 there's very little of sg

it punishes sy justly; he/she deserves it
f react too angrily or sharply

a there isn't much in the way of sg
b jump down sy's throat
c keep sy company
d it selves sy right
e run short of sg
f get carried away

tere's another LETTER TO OLAF. Since she last wrote, Cecilia has met an Italian boy, but of course she keeps
> the pretence* that it's just a friendship. By the way, she still makes mistakes.

Nearest Olaf,

I Cove you very much and I'm walking short of money. Could
you please send me some? (Things are Better nou> But there stitt
aren 't many on the way to entertainment in the evening. I've
made friends with a Sicilian boy called Mimmo. 94e, holds my
company while we do our homework^ Me makes more mistakes
in "English than I do and when I ttllhim that he always jumps
into my mouth! Sometimes he's a Bit too friendly and he gets
taken away. Last night I hit him: it right serviced him! I miss
you,

Corrections:

forever yours,

CeciCia

ae people believe that matching DIALOGUE PAIRS is extremely exciting! If you aren't one of those, get it
• with* quickly!

a OK. I'll fetch some from the store-room.
b Shut up> George, We haven-t CQme just to eat,
c ̂ ^ no ̂  to jump down my ̂ ^ ,

And then we can write some more books and
become famous authors!
We can't let Nicola walk home alone, Roger.

i There isn't much in the way of food at this wedding! trying to help.
Ow! The cat scratched me! d Don't get carried away! We haven't written the first
We're running short of paper for the photocopier. one yet.
You've done it wrong, you stupid wally! e Oh, don't worry about that. I'll keep her company.

f It seives you right — you were pulh'ng its tail.

ANSWERS ON PAGE 69
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Jday
in the nick of time
be on the alert
don't count your chickens

draw attention to sy/sg
be out of one's mind
keep a low profile

A: Blimey! That was close! I just got away in
the nick of time. I heard someone coming
down the stairs...

B: OK, close the door! Let's go! Did anyone
see you?

A: I don't think so.
B: What do you mean you don't think so?

I told you to be on the alert all the
time...

A: Well, I got the stuff, didn't I? Loads of
silver, antiques... they'd even left some
jewelry and at least two hundred quid in
cash on the table! We're rich, mate, we're
rich!

B: Don't count your chickens. We're not
safe yet. And take that ridiculous stocking
off your head! Do you want to draw
attention to us?

A: Sorry, mate. Hey, let's leave this stuff at
Harry's place and go for a beer! I feel like
celebrating.

B: Are you out of your mind? We've got to
keep a low profile until we've done the
next job at the mansion...

A: Oh come on, mate! No one will recognise
us... Hey watch out! There's a speed
trap!

B: Damn it! Now we've had it!

A: Phew! I nearly got caught! I got away at th
very last moment. I heard someone coming
down the stairs...

B: OK, close the door! Let's go! Did anyone se^
you?

A: I don't think so.
B: What do you mean you don't think so? I tol

you to be extremely careful and keep looking
around...

A: Well, I managed to take the valuables, didn"\
I? Lots of silver, antiques... they'd even le
some jewelry and at least two hundred pot*
in cash on the table! We're rich, my frier,
we're rich!

B: Let's not celebrate too soon. We' re not safe ye\
And take that ridiculous stocking off you
head! Do you want everyone to notice us?

A: Sorry, mate. Hey, let's leave the stolen thing^
at Harry's house and go out for a beer! I fee
like celebrating.

B: Are you crazy? We mustn't let ourselves
seen around until we' ve robbed the big house..I

A: Oh come on, mate! No one will recognise us..\
Hey, careful! There's a hidden police
waiting to catch anyone who's driving fast!

B: Hell! Now we' II be caught!
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i a letter we would like to get: "Dear authors, I've realized that I must do the DEFINITIONS exercises if
I want to learn all the new expressions. There're no two ways about it*! Perhaps other readers would also bear
tin mind*!"

be watchful, ready for anything that may happen a keep a low profile
t try to go unnoticed; not talk or be seen a lot b don't count your chickens
I just in time; just before it would have been too late c draw attention to sy/sg
I be crazy or very foolish d in the nick of time
i make people notice sy/sg or realize sg e be out of one's mind
i don't be over-optimistic and sure of sg before it f be on the alert
happens

aember our computer? Well, we wouldn't like to beat about the bush* so let's get to the point*: it's got its
[ problem with the WORD ORDER in the following sentences.

Chickens count don't it's not over so
yet your.

! Alert all be must on the the time you.

A keep look low must Olaf profile you.

Attention don't draw ourselves to to
want we.

Be mind must of out you your!

Arrived I in just nick oh of the time.

aeone suggested that we leave out the ODDS & EXTRAS exercises, but we said, "That's out of the
[question*! We know our readers really enjoy finding the beginning with two endings and the one with none!"

|l I got to the shop in the nick of time...
I must have been out of my mind...

13 Be on the alert...I?
* 4 We mustn't draw attention to ourselves...i.
': 5 You might not have enough money for it...

a so don't count your chickens.
b so keep a low profile.
c to tell my boss he had made a mistake.
d because it closed five minutes later.
e because I've called the fire brigade.
f because I walked out of the shop without paying for

the perfume.

ANSWERS ON PAGE 69
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4*day
get out of hand
get into the habit of doing sg
make faces

make a scene
the last straw
take sy's mind off sg

A: Dad! How come* you're here? You said
you were staying at Granny's tonight!

B: Yes, but then I changed my mind.
Anyway... Susan! What's all this mess?
There're broken glasses everywhere!

A: Oh Dad! There's no need to make a fuss*.
We were just having a little party and
perhaps things got a bit out of hand. You
know how it is... people get carried
away*...

B: Well, I suppose when I was young... But
Susan! I didn't know you'd got into the
habit of smoking...!

A: Oh Dad! Don't make faces—it's just one
cigarette.

B: Oh well, I suppose you're right... But
Susan! Who's this person in your bed?!

A: Please don't make a scene, Dad! It's just
a friend.

B: Yes, but what's he doing here?
A: Dad, what do you think he's doing here?

Surely you're not so old that you've
forgotten...

B: Well, I suppose I used to do the same
thing... But Susan! There's a couple in my
bed! Now that's the last straw!

A: Oh Dad, you don't have to jump down my
throat*! We couldn't all fit in my bed,
could we? Now come on, sit down, Dad,
and I'll make you a nice cup of tea to take
your mind off it.

A: Dad! Why are you here? You said you
staying at Granny's tonight!

B: Yes, but then I changed my mind. Anyway..\
Susan! What's all this mess? There're broken
glasses everywhere!

A: Oh Dad! There's no need to get angry
nothing. We were just having a little party ar,
perhaps things went a bit too far. You knov
what happens... people don't know where tc
stop...

B: Well, I suppose when I was young... But Susan!\
I didn't know you'd started smoking...!

A: Oh Dad! Don't look at me like that—it's just\
one cigarette.

B: Oh well, I suppose you're right... But Susan!\
Who's this person in your bed?!

A: Please don't overreact, Dad! It's just a friend. \

B: Yes, but whafs he doing here?
A: Dad,whatdoyou think he's doing here? Surely \

you' re not so old that you' ve forgotten...

B: Well, I suppose I used to do the same thing...
But Susan! There's a couple in my bed! Now
that's too much!

A: Oh Dad, don't get angry! There isn't enough
room in my bed for all of us, is there? Now
come on, sit down, Dad, and I'll make you a
nice cup of tea to help you forget it.
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i you have a friend who also uses Expressions On Your Own! Then why don't you do this DEFINITIONS
crcise together? It's nice to have someone to keep you company*.

f start doing sg regularly
[help sy not to think about sg bad
[become uncontrollable
f express your feelings in a noisy, unpleasant or
[ theatrical way
i a final event or thing which makes the situation
[absolutely unbearable
i produce an expression of distaste/dislike/etc, on
erne's face

a get into the habit of doing sg
b get out of hand
c take sy's mind off sg
d make a scene
e make faces
f the last straw

are three more sentences which badly need EDITING as they are a total mess now. But we hope you'll
i have the situation under control*!

She made scenes the a scene out and the situation got completely on out the of the
hands out the hand.

i The least of the last straws straw was when she started to have make do face faces the
face.

I wanted to make take off out his mind of off the fact out of that I'd got into the
habits in the habit to smoke of to smoking.

sther set of your favourite ODDS & EXTRAS! Be on the alert*: one beginning still hasn't got an ending,
sr one has two, and one ending has no beginning!

I wouldn't like you to get into the habit of...
! You should meet lots of new people...
I think we should leave now...

I Then he turned his nose up at* my kind offer...
' If you don't stop making faces...

a before my grandmother makes a scene.
b because the situation is getting out of hand.
c and that was really the last straw!
d I'll give you a ring*.
e changing money on the black market.
f because that will take your mind off your ex-wife.

ANSWERS ON PAGE 69
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5*day
it's my treat
I must be off
go to sy's head

can't be bothered to do sg
once in a blue moon
steer clear of sy/sg

A: How much do I owe you for the drink,
Richard?

B: Oh, forget it. It's my treat.
A: How about a cake then?
B: Oh, no thanks, Jenny. I must be off; I'm

a bit pressed for time*. I've got a meeting
at 3.

A: Oh but you've got at least half an hour.
Can't I talk you into it?

B: Oh okay, why not? Besides, I can't sit
through a meeting on an empty stomach*.

A: You know, Geoff gave me a ring*
yesterday. We're going to see "Les
Miserables" tonight...

B: Geoff? That idiot? He's unbearable these
days... His new success as an international
banker has really gone to his head! He
can't be bothered to keep in touch with
his old friends... we're not good enough
for him any more!

A: Except me.
B: You don't really believe that, do you? He

only calls you once in a blue moon at his
convenience...

A: Actually, we're going out together on
Friday as well.

B: Aren't you lucky? Listen, Jenny, if I were
you, I'd steer clear of Geoff Wycombe-
Smith—he'll only make you unhappy.

A: How much money shall I give you for my drin
Richard?

B: Oh, don't bother. Let me pay for your drink. \
A: How about a cake then ?
B: Oh, no thanks. Jenny. I have to leave; I'm in\

bit of a hurry. I've got a meeting at 3.

A: Oh but you've got at least half an hour. Cc
I persuade you?

B: Oh okay, why not? Besides, I can't sit throug
a meeting without having eaten anything.

A: You know, Geoff phoned me yesterday. We'i
going to see a musical tonight...

B: Geoff? That idiot? He's unbearable thes
days... His new success as an internation
banker has really made him believe
something special! He doesn't take th
trouble* to keep in touch with his oldfriends.\
we're not good enough for him any more!

A: Except me.
B: You don't really believe that, do you ? He call\

you very rarely and only at times which
good for him...

A: Actually, we're going out together on Fric
as well.

B: Aren't you lucky? Listen, Jenny, if I were you
I'd keep away from Geoff Wycombe-Smit^
—he'll only make you unhappy.
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j's one thing that even our strictest critics can't say: that there isn't much in the way of* DEFINITIONS in
ibook!

[ I'll pay for you
j not to care enough or not to* take the trouble* to
dosg

I avoid sy/sg; be careful not to have anything to do
I with sy/sg
Ivery rarely, hardly ever
II must leave right now
i make sy behave in an over-confident or foolish
way

a can't be bothered to do sg
b go to sy's head
c steer clear of sy/sg
d I must be off
e once in a blue moon
f it's my treat

i had decided to leave out this WORD ORDER exercise because not everybody enjoys rearranging words.
t then we remembered in the nick of time* that that would leave you with only two exercises for today—and
: know you wouldn't want that!

;A blue happens in kind moon of once
thing this. ..........................................

[Congratulations head manager's Paul's
the to went.

I Away it's money my put treat your.

•Better clear father he'd his of steer
tonight.

'Be but I I'm must off sorry.

iBe book bothered can't I read this to.

at have you been up to* during the last few minutes? Doing exercises? No? Then it's time to come back again
[find the MISFITS.

It's my treat...
a so eat as much as you like!
b because I know you're running short of money.
c and it serves you right*!
I must be off...
a —are you coming, Judy?
b or I'll be late and my husband will make a

scene*,
c so I'll make myself at home*.
...—his success must have gone to his head.
a That's more like it*...
b He's got into the habit of* going to expensive

bars...
c That's the third time his behaviour has got out of

hand*...
I couldn't be bothered to ...
a give him a ring*; I was too tired.
b keep her company*; she's such fun to be with,
c be on the alert* all night long, although the

officer told me to be.

ANSWERS ON PAGE 69

5 ...once in a blue moon.
a He only loses his temper*...
b My boss rarely comes to the office; we see him

only...
c A baby is born...

6 ...so steer clear of them!
a The police are everywhere...
b They'd like to pull strings* for you...
c There's always trouble in those pubs by the

river...
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A:

B:

A:
B:

A:
B:

A:
B:

A:
B:

A:
B:

6"day
take advantage of sg
in the heat of the moment
slip of the tongue

take offence
take sides
pull sy's leg

Buongiorno, signorina. Your documents A:
please, signorina.
Ah... er... good morning, officer... Look, I B:
know I shouldn't be parking here but...
you see, it's because of my boyfriend. Do
you understand? Amore...
Ah si, signorina, amore, amore... A:
Yes. You see, we had a quarrel this B:
morning. He wanted to go to a museum,
but I wanted to go to the beach—to take
advantage of the sunshine, you know...
Sole, sole...
Ho capita, signorina, il sole... A:
And then in the heat of the moment I'm B:
afraid I said... well, something I didn't
mean. It was just a slip of the tongue, you
know...
La lingua, signorina, si, si... A:
Anyway, he took offence and called me a B:
pain in the neck*, which I thought was
rather nasty! Don't you agree?!
Non ho capita, signorina... A:
Never mind, I know it's difficult to take B;
sides in a quarrel like this. Anyway, later
I decided to apologise and put it right*. So
I told him I was just pulling his leg...
Pulling his leg, signorina...? Cos'el A:
That's right, pulling his leg. Oh look! Here B:
he comes now! Well, thanks very much for
being so understanding, officer. Bye-bye!
Ciaol
Ma signorina! I document!..Ml A:

(in Italian) Good morning, miss. Yourpapt
please, miss.
Ah... er... good morning, officer... Look.Ikn
I shouldn't be parking here but... you see, id
because of my boyfriend. Do you underst<
Love...
Ah yes, miss, love, love...
Yes. You see, we had an argument
morning. He wanted to go to a museum, but\
wanted to go to the beach—to make the i
of* the sunshine, you know... Sun, sun...

I understand, miss, the sun...
And then, at a point when I was really angr
I'm afraid I said... well, something I didri\
mean. I just said it by accident, you know...

The tongue, miss, yes, yes...
Anyway, he got upset and said I was ai{
irritating woman, which I thought was rathe\
nasty! Don't you agree?!
I don't understand, miss...
Never mind, I know it's difficult to decide wh
to agree with in a quarrel like this. Anyway\
later J decided to apologise and make it aL
right. So I told him I was just joking...
Joking, miss...? What's that?
That's right, joking. Oh, look! Here he comes\
now! Well, thanks very much for being so\
understanding, officer. Bye-bye!

But miss! Your documents...!!!
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: in a blue moon* we get letters expressing slightly negative attitudes towards the DEFINITIONS exercises,
i well.

say sg to sy in a joking way, tease sy
I get emotionally hurt, offended
i influenced by emotion or by a highly emotional
situation

I support sy in an argument or disagreement against
the other
a verbal mistake; sg you didn't mean to say

i use an opportunity/chance well

a take sides
b slip of the tongue
c take advantage of sg
d pull sy's leg
e in the heat of the moment
f take offence

3ther LETTER TO OLAF. Apparently Cecilia still can't be bothered to* work hard on her English (can you
1 her mistakes?), but she's enjoying herself anyway.

OCaf, my treasure,

forgive me for not uniting to you sooner, you see, I'm trying to
Bring advantage off my free time to study and go on trips. I
knew you'd understand. Last weef^we went to the Lake
IHstrict. It was lovely! 'M.immo andRnthonia (my roommate)
had an argument andyou can imagine that it •was quite easy for
me to taf& side1. She catted him stupid, but I'm sure that was
just a s&de of the mouth Because she's usually so coot. Anyway
he too fa fence and in the hit of the minute, he pushed her into
a Cake! 9{p, he didn 't really—I'm just pressing your feet1. 'But I
wish he, had. I'It write again soon. I thinfiaBout you ail the
time!

'With fondest Cove,

ybur Cecilia

Corrections:

f you say, "I must be off* now!", it's all right with us—as long as you match the SENTENCE HALVES when
DU come back.

He took advantage of...
When I said, "It's my treat*"...
It's sometimes difficult to take sides...
Very often in the heat of the moment...
She's a difficult person to live with...
Unfortunately he got very upset...

a people say things which they regret later.
b because she takes offence very easily.
c every spare moment to write articles about

psycholinguistics.
d it was just a slip of the tongue.
e although everyone else knew I was only pulling his

leg.
f when your parents get divorced.

ANSWERS ON PAGE 69
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WEEKEND REVIEW

Hello there! Are you all right? Do you realise that you've completed almost half of this book? Ha
it crossed your mind* that in another two weeks you'll know 144 expressions... but don't couni
your chickens*! We hope that by now you've got into the habit of" learning your daily bit without
making faces*. A critic, Mr K., says that there isn't much in the way of* fun in this book, so there's
nothing to take your mind off* the monotonous job of memorizing silly expressions. Naturally,
we could draw his attention to* some particularly funny parts, but we can't be bothered to* sine
he obviously has no sense of humour... And we believe you'll be able to take sides* (our side, olj
course!) in this matter, anyway. Let us just quote one letter from an enthusiastic Expressions OK
Your Own fan: "I was really upset to read Mr K.'s criticism, which got completely out of hand*.|
The last straw was when he mentioned that he'd try and pull strings* to keep Expressions
Your Own out of the bookshops. Mr K. had better keep a low profile* in the future and steer clear
of me*, as I might get carried away* and make a scene*... Not that it wouldn't serve him right*!'
All we can add is, "Good luck!" with the following TEST.
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TEST

PS As you did last week, just fill in the missing word from each of the 36 expressions for 18 points. No
Wem!

be....... the alert
be....... of one's mind
beat about the.......
....... be bothered to do sg
cross one's.......
don't count your.......
....... attention to sy/sg
get carried .......
get into the....... of doing sg
get....... of hand
....... to the point
.......sy a ring
go....... sy's head
I must....... off
in the heat of the ......
in the ....... of time
it serves sy .......
....... my treat

19 jump....... sy's throat
20 keep a....... profile
21 ....... sy company
22 ....... a scene
23 ....... faces
24 once in a blue.......
25 ....... strings
26 ....... sy's leg
27 run short....... sg
28 ....... of the tongue
29 steer....... of sy/sg
30 take advantage....... sg
31 ....... offence
32 ....... sides
33 take sy's mind....... sg
34 that's ....... of the question
35 the....... straw
36 there isn't much in the ....... of sg

JSTITUTIONS The words in italics need to be replaced by an expression. We thought you might want to
i that! (max. 8 points)

It just never came into my head that he might be
her brother. ........................................
Don't be too sure of that—it hasn't happened
yet! ........................................
She might be able to use her connections to get
you a scholarship to the U.S.A. ........................................
You must be completely crazy! ........................................
The children's games are becoming wild and
uncontrollable. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I'm going to pay for yours too. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
You should keep away from those two guys.. ........................................
I didn't mean to say that; / said it by mistake. ........................................

I MISTAKES The time has come for you to correct our mistakes again (for 10 points). Remember that there might
I be two mistakes in some sentences!

1 *Don't make scenes—it isn't that important.*
; 2 *Will you please go to the point?!*
3 *He must be on alerts all the time he's in there.*
4 *It's difficult to take a side in a quarrell.*
5 *Don't let your success go into your head.*
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6 *In the moment of heat he hit her. *
7 Til give a ring to him tomorrow morning.*
8 *I came into the habit to smoke when I was 15.*
9 *I '11 keep for you some company.*
10 *Make sure you hold a short profile.*

DEFINITIONS We probably don't even need to tell you to write next to the definition the expression which i
defines, do we? (5 points)

1 go too far because of emotions or excitement
2 a final event or thing which makes the situation

absolutely unbearable
3 make people notice sy/sg or realize sg
4 not to care enough or not to take the trouble* to

dosg
5 react too angrily or sharply

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS Can you imagine anything more exciting than filling in the missinjj
expressions in these question and answer pairs? You can? Oh well, at least you'll get 8 points if they're right!

1 A: ....................night life in this city, is there?
B: No, I'm afraid not, but there are some excellent restaurants.

2 A: Oh do stop ...................., Leslie, and tell us why you've called us all together.
B: Well, I don't know quite how to start.

3 A: Did you finish your article before the deadline?
B: Yes, this morning. I just handed it in .......................... because the office closes at 12.00.

4 A: I think I'll do the shopping for our camping holiday today. OK?
B: Great. Make sure you buy enough, because we don't want to .................... food when we're in the

wilds of Scotland.
5 A: You were sitting next to her on the bus? Then why didn 't you .................... the chance to ask her out? |

B: Oh, I'm too shy. Besides, that's not my style*.
6 A: Oh I see—I'm not good enough for you! So you don't want to see me any more, eh?

B: I didn't say that! Why must you always ...................... ? I didn't mean to hurt you.
7 A: I'm trying to steer clear of* John, because I owe him 15 pounds. Have you seen him around?

B: Don't worry, you're safe here. He only comes here .....................
8 A: Why are you .................... ? Is there something wrong with my fish pie?

B: Oh no. I'm sure it tastes excellent, but it smells a bit funny.

OPPOSITES You want to write an expression which means exactly the opposite of the words in italics (1-5)
and then you'll have finished! (5 points)

1 / can stay for a while.
2 You're going to lose your job? You don't

deserve that.
3 / meant it seriously, you know.
4 I want to make you think about it.
5 That's perfectly possible, of course.
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low did you do this time?

if or the bonus point choose the correct answer for this question:

lat do you think of the test this week?

You must be out of your mind* to like this test!
The exercises are really getting out of hand*!
After a bad week this test was the last straw*!
It was absolutely fantastic!

points = l)<m't take offi-nct*—but th

COMMENTS

eat about the bush - Origin: Hunters beating bushes and other hiding-places carefully to discover if animals are hiding

nil strings - Origin: Moving a puppet by pulling strings.
Jet to the point - Alternative: come to the point.
Cross one's mind can continue in two ways: (a) E.g. It crossed my mind that she might be angry, (b) E.g. It crossed my
ind to go to the bank before work. Notice that after plural pronouns "mind" is in plural too, e.g. it never crossed their
\inds.
tun short of sg is most often used in the progressive (continuous) form, e.g. We're running short of money.
here isn't much in the way of - Note that you cannot say "there aren't many in the way of.

I serves sy right - It also exists in the past tense, e.g. It served him right. Also, very often "it" is left out in speech, e.g.
IServes you right.
[In the nick of time is often used with;'uj/, e.g. / did it just in the nick of time.
[Don't count your chickens - The original saying in full is: Don't count your chickens before they're hatched (i.e. before
I Aey come out of the eggs), but many people leave out the second half in speech.
I Draw attention to sy/sg - You can also draw somebody's attention to sg, e.g. I'd like to draw your attention to line 34.

Make faces - Alternative: make a face. You can also say, make faces at sy.
f The last straw - The origin is the saying, It is the last straw which breaks the camel's back. Alternative: The straw which
\ broke the camel's back.
It's my treat - "Treat" can be used as a verb with the same meaning, e.g. /'// treat you to a beer.
I must be off has an alternative, I'ml he'si etc. off, which is slightly "weaker".
Go to sy's head can also be used when talking about getting slightly drunk, e.g. The wine went to my head because I hadn't
eaten anything.
Take advantage of sg - You can also take advantage of somebody, which means to use/exploit the person. E.g. He isn't a
real friend, he's just taking advantage of you.
Take offence is followed by "at" if you want to name the cause, e.g. He took offence at my remark.
Take sides - If you want to be more specific, you can take sides with somebody, or you can also take somebody's side. E.g.
He usually takes sides with Mary, but this time he took my side.

DON'T FORGET THE WORD CARDS AT THE BACK!

ANSWERS ON PAGE 72
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Tday
get the hang of sg
rumour has it that
stand a good chance of doing sg

give sy a hand
take the hint
outstay one's welcome

A: Right! Well! It's getting a bit late... er...
B: Have you ever played cricket, Catherine?
A: Er... no, I haven't. Neither has David.
B: You should, you know. Wonderful game.

It's quite easy once you get the hang of it
—even at my age. Ha ha ha!

A+C: (politely) Ha ha ha.
B: Yes. Rumour has it that I stand a good

chance of getting into the village team.
A+C: (together) Oh good.
A: Er, I'll fetch some ice... could you give me

a hand, David?

A:

C:

(In the kitchen)

(whispering): How are we going to get rid
of him? I'm bored out of my mind*. I said
it was getting late, but he just won't take
the hint.
Well, we'd better try again—before one of
us murders him!

(Back in the living room)

B: Did I tell you I met old Fred Fothergill at
the "King's Arms" last week? Poor old
Fred's having trouble with his back... well,
we don't get any younger, do we?
Goodness! Is that the time?!
Eh? What? Oh, 12 o'clock already!
Doesn't time fly when you're enjoying
yourself? Well, I must be off*—I don't
want to outstay my welcome, do I? Ha ha
ha!

A+C: Ha ha ha.

C:
B:

A: Right! Well! It's getting a bit late... er...
B: Have you ever played cricket, Catherine ?
A: Er... no, I haven't. Neither has David.
B: You should, you know. Wonderful game, i

quite easy once you've learnt how
goes—even at my age. Ha ha ha!

A+C: (politely) Ha ha ha.
B: Yes. People are saying that I'll almost\

certainly get into the village team.
A+C: (together) Oh good.
A: Er, I'll fetch some ice... could you help me,\

David?

(In the kitchen)

A: (whispering) How are we going to make him\
go? I'm so bored. I said it was getting late but ]
he didn't seem to understand what I meant.

C: Well, we should try again—before one of us
kills him!

(Back in the living room)

C: Did I tell you I met old Fred Fothergill at the
"King's Arms" last week? Poor old Fred's
back hurts... well, we all get old, don't we ?

C: Goodness! Is that the time?!
B: Eh? What? Oh, 12 o'clock already! Doesn't

time pass quickly when you're having a good
time? Well, I must leave—I don't want to stay
longer than I'm welcome, do I? Ha ha ha!

A+C: Ha ha ha.
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K. said that the DEFINITIONS exercises are boring and useless. It must have been a slip of the tongue*!
at he meant was 'extremely interesting'.

help sy a rumour has it that
there's a strong possibility that you'll be successful b give sy a hand
understand how to do sg, learn the basics c get the hang of sg
stay longer as a guest than one's hosts would like d take the hint
understand what has been indirectly suggested e stand a good chance of doing sg

i people are saying that f outstay one's welcome

amo tried his luck with Cecilia. He didn't think she'd jump down his throat*. She did. More about it in her
TTER TO OLAF. (Cecilia's English is improving: she got one expression right)

My dar&ngest Olaf

I thinl^I'm getting a fling on this language at last! I got the.
second Best markjor my homeworl^yesterday (lAnthonia got the.
Best, of course). 'Rumours say it that there will Be a big e%am
nei(t week* But now I thinf^I sit a goodpossiBility to do well in
it! Are you pleasedwith me, darting? I dyiew you would Be.
Mimmo still comes to hand me afoot with my homeworf^But he
always wants to stay for a long time, after we 've finished
wording! yesterday I told him he had outstayed his welcome. I
thinkjhe toofohe hunt, you are the only one for me, my Olafl I
wish you were here1.

Corrections:

Lots of love,

Cecilia

We're sure you've never had a book with so many DIALOGUE PAIRS exercises!

1 Do you know what happened to Hannah after she
left college?

2 Have you ever seen Carolyn play badminton?
3 I'm afraid I'm not free on Thursday night—I mean

on Friday night... or Saturday...
4 You're doing really well!
5 Those bags of yours look really heavy
6 Would you like another cup of tea?

a Twice. I think she stands a good chance of getting
into the final of the tournament.

b No thanks, I must be off*; I don't want to outstay
my welcome.

c Yes, I think I've got the hang of it at last.
d Right. I take the hint; I won't ask you again.
e Well, rumour has it that she went to Morocco to

become an erotic dancer.
f Well, why don't you give me a hand with them then?

ANSWERS ON PAGE 69
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let go of sg
it's to sy's credit
just to be on the safe side

have a word with sy
tell sy in no uncertain terms
think better of sg

B:
A:

B:
A:
B:
A:

B:
A:

B:
A:

B:
A:

...and then he tried to put his hand on my
knee...
You don't say! And what did you do?
Well, I just said, "Mr Hunter, would you
kindly let go of my knee?"
Just like that?
Yes. He was embarrassed, of course...
Serves him right*, I say.
On the other hand, it's to his credit that
he didn't take offence* and get nasty...
Mind you, I've stopped wearing my
leather mini skirt since then—just to be
on the safe side...
And he hasn't done it again?
No, but yesterday he came up to me and
said he'd like to have a word with me.
Really? What did he say?
Well, he apologised for what he did "in
the heat of the moment*", as he put it...
And what did you say?
Well, at first I wanted to tell him in no
uncertain terms that he has no right to use
me as a sex object just because he's my
boss. But then I thought better of it; after
all, he is my boss...

B:
A:

B:
A:

B:
A:

...and then he tried to put his hand on my\
knee...
Surely not! And what did you do?
Well, 1 just said, "Mr Hunter wouldyou kindly]
take your hand off my knee?"
Just like that?
Yes. He felt uncomfortable, of course...
I think he deserved it.
On the other hand, one good thing about him \
is that he didn't get upset and become nasty...
However, I've stopped wearing my leather
mini skirt since then—just to be absolutely
sure...
And he hasn't done it again?
No, but yesterday he came up to me and said
he'd like to speak to me.
Really? What did he say?
Well, he said sorry for what he did "in a
moment of passion", that's how he said it...
And what did you say?
Well, at first I wanted to tell him very firmly
that he has no right to use me as a sex object
just because he's my boss. But then I decided
against it; after all, he is my boss...
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c: by the end of this book you'll not only have simply got the hang of* these DEFINITIONS exercises,
I'll be world champions. Whoopee.

: a possible action and decide against it a let go of sg
: to sy b think better of sg

I sy very firmly so that it can't be misunderstood c just to be on the safe side
t to be sure and not risk anything d it's to sy's credit
; your hand away and not hold sg any longer e tell sy in no uncertain terms

t should be mentioned as a positive thing about sy f have a word with sy

(WORD ORDER exercises frustrating? No, they are great fun, aren't they?

tedit didn't it's lose temper that to
DU your your . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

have I to want with word you.

be just on safe Scotland side take
s to to umbrella.

[Couldn't go he him in no she terms that
ftold uncertain.

(Afterwards better I it of thought.

(Don't go hand let my of.

5FITS These exercises are extremely entertaining and useful—bear that in mind* if you're thinking of giving

He wants you to let go of his arm...
a —can't you take the hint*?
b so give him a hand instead*,
c because you're drawing attention to*

yourselves.
It's to your credit...
a that you didn't feel up to it* .
b that you took advantage of* that opportunity to

speak English.
c that you got there, even though it was in the nick

of time*.
...just to be on the safe side.
a I'm sure he knows about it but perhaps you could

give him a ring*...
b I know it was a slip of the tongue* but you

shouldn't have said it...
c I don't think he'll recognize you but you should

keep a low profile*...
...—I think I'll have a word with him about it.
a I saw him making faces* at the headmaster...
b The man in the street* is generally uneducated...
c What he said yesterday was really the last

straw*...

ANSWERS ON PAGE 70

5 She told him in no uncertain terms...
a that she would raise objections* about his

proposed idea.
b that she thought he was a pain in the neck*.
c that she quite enjoyed talking shop*.

6 ...but then he thought better of it.
a He was able to take her mind off* her problems...
b He was about to tell her she was out of her

mind*...
c He was bored out of his mind* and was about to

say so...
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Tday
the end is in sight
put all one's eggs in one basket
better safe than sorry

in the long run
put an end to sg
we'll cross that bridge when we come to it

"My Mends! Our straggle will soon be over!
The end is in sight. Yes, my Mends, the day of
the glorious victory is near!"

A: (whispering) Are your men ready?
B: Yes. They're all over the building—but I

told them to keep a low profile*.
A: Good... Conrad, I must tell you

something. You know that there's a lot at
stake* here, and we don't want to put all
our eggs in one basket... so we've
worked out an alternative plan, just in
case...

B: Just in case what? I thought you trusted
me.

A: We do. But better safe than sorry.

"Butmy Mends, let's notlet our success go to our
heads* ! There's still a lot to be done. Don't give
up! We shall win in the long run!"

A: The idiot. Just a minute ago he said the end
was in sight and now he's speaking about
the long run... It's high time to put an end
to all this rubbish!

B: What if he survives?
A: We'll cross that bridge when we come

to it.

"My friends! Our fight will soon be over! The endc
it is very close. Yes, my friends, the day of the grea
victory is near!"

A: (whispering) Are your men ready?
B: Yes. They're all over the building—but I to

them not to let themselves be seen.
A: Good... Conrad,! must tellyou something. Yo,

know that a lot depends on this and we don'\
want to have onfy one thing to count on... so
we've made an alternative plan, just in case...

B: Just in case what? I thought you trusted me.

A: We do. But we' d rather be absolutely sure.

"But my friends, let's not let our success make us too
confident! There's still a lot to be done. Don't give
up! We shall win if we keep going for a long time!"

A: The idiot. Just a minute ago he said the end
was in sight and now he's speaking about the
long run... It really is time to stop all this
nonsense!

B: What if he doesn't die?
A: We' II think about that problem if it happens.
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news for you: There're no DEFINITIONS for today! No, we're just pulling your leg*. There are
litions!

[risk everything in a single action to achieve sg
[not at once but beyond the near future
stop/finish sg

Isg is almost over, the end of it is near
j it's better to take the trouble to* prepare for
[every possible consequence than to take risks
I we shouldn't worry about or deal with that
I problem before it's there

a better safe than sorry
b the end is in sight
c put all one's eggs in one basket
d put an end to sg
e in the long run
f we'll cross that bridge when we come to it

lyou think that this EDITING exercise is the last straw*, then what will you say when you get to the "Odds &

I When we try to think on in long run on the long run they always say ''we'll go across
cross that this bridge when if we will come to that it''.

It's stupid to put it to the end an end to an end this project now that the finish and
end is on sight in the sight.

I Don't put all the eggs your the eggs in the into the one your basket or beg; remember,
it's best much better safe to be safer than being sorry later.

)DS & EXTRAS We don't want to draw attention to* this exercise too much but we think we should remind
i to be careful—because it's quite tricky.

Disasters only happen once in a blue moon*.
! Something might go wrong.
i I wish the exams were over.
i Let's put an end to all this trouble.
' I gave up everything to become a painter and no
one will buy my paintings.

a Well, I told you not to put all your eggs in one
basket

b Never mind, there's only one more. The end is in
sight

c We'll cross that bridge when we come to it
d OK, but it's my treat*.
e Oh, don't worry about it, things might work out in

the long run.
f Even so, we should buy some insurance. Better safe

than sorry...

ANSWERS ON PAGE 70
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there's no accounting for taste
go to any lengths to do sg
take the rough with the smooth

make oneself out to be sg/sy
turn sg to one's advantage
be welcome to do sg

A: Listen, Natalie, Linda's really upset about
Danny leaving her...

B: Still?! She should pull herself togefcer*
and be glad she's got rid of him! He's a
pain in the neck*. And ugly.

A: Well, there's no accounting for taste
—she doesn't think he is. She said she
can't live without him and she'd go to any
lengths to get him back.

B: "A woman without a man is like a fish
without a bicycle." That's what I think.

A: Can't you say anything more helpful?
B: About Danny leaving Linda? For

heaven's sake, Helen, that's life. You've
got to take the rough with the smooth.
She makes herself out to be some kind
of tragic heroine from a Shakespeare play.

A: Well, what would you do if you were her?
B: I'd turn the situation to my advantage.

She's got a lot of free time now, right?
Well, she should make the most of it*—if
you see what I mean.

A: No, I don't see what you mean.
B: Ha! Well, for example, she might as well

read Tolstoy's "War and Peace"; she's
welcome to borrow my copy.

A: Very funny.

A: Listen, Natalie, Linda's really upset
Danny leaving her...

B: Still?! She should control her feelings and\
glad she's got rid of him! He's very irritat
And ugly.

A: Well, not everyone likes the same things
doesn't think he is. She said she can't
•without him and she' d do anything to get j
back.

B: "A woman without a man is like a fish witi
a bicycle." That's what I think.

A: Can't you say anything more helpful?
B: About Danny leaving Linda? For heaved

sake, Helen, that's life. You've got to live wl
the good things and the bad. She puts
in the role of some kind of tragic heroine fro
a Shakespeare play.

A: Well, what would you do if you were her?
B: I'd find something good in the situation,

myself. She's got a lot of free time now, i
Well, she should enjoy it—if you see wh
mean.

A: No I don't see what you mean.
B: Ha! Well, for example, she could read Tolst

"War and Peace"; /' m quite happy to lend I
my copy.

A: Very funny.
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at shall we say to anyone who tells us that these exercises, and especially the DEFINITIONS, are
atonous? Well, we'll cross that bridge when we come to it*.

use sg in a way which is good for oneself
! everybody has different tastes, some of which are
difficult to understand
accept the fact that life has unpleasant aspects as
well as pleasant

1 try extremely hard to do sg
act as if one were sg/sy else

i be kindly offered the choice to do sg

a take the rough with the smooth
b go to any lengths to do sg
c turn sg to one's advantage
d make oneself out to be sg/sy
e there's no accounting for taste
f be welcome to do sg

i this LETTER TO OLAF Cecilia seems rather sad because she lost a friend. But she isn't the kind of person
i puts all her eggs in one basket41, so we're sure she'll be all right.

'Dear Olaf,

you. won't Befieve what has happened! Mimmo has fatten in
love with Anthonia! 'Well, there's no accounts for tasting, I
suppose! 'But now she does herself in to be so Beautiful and
important... 'Weft, he's wellcom to have her! 9{e wants to Be
with her all the time now and neither of them speafi to me any
more. 'Well, I suppose you have to bring the rough with the flat.
Anyway, I can turn the situation on my advantage: I used to
thinfil'dcome to any length to get a room By myself away from
Anthonia—and now I might get what I want. I'm looking
forward to Being your 'roommate' again at home,

Love as ever,

Cecilia

Corrections:

One of our readers, Hugo, has written to us that he does all the DIALOGUE PAIRS exercises twice, just to be
1 on the safe side*.

1 The end is in sight*—I've almost paid back all the
money I owe Mum for the new Mercedes.

2 Look at Louise! She makes herself out to be some
kind of fashion model!

3 Oh no! My pen's run out
4 Those yellow and bown chairs in her sitting room

are awful!
5 I won $5000 at the Casino, then lost it all again

immediately.
6 It's really cold! No one will buy our ice cream in

this weather!

a We could turn the situation to our advantage by
selling hot snacks instead.

b Well, there's no accounting for taste, dear.
c You're only jealous because you couldn't wear a

skin that short!
d Lucky you! I'd go to any lengths to get a car!
e You're welcome to borrow mine.
f Oh well. You have to take the rough with the

smooth.

ANSWERS ON PAGE 70.
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fTday
get one's own back on sy
lose track of sy/sg
keep pace with sy

go off the point
take into account
put one's foot down

A: So we got on our horses, McDevon first,
and went after them... We wanted to get
our own back on them.

B: Where did you go?
A: Towards the river. There we lost track of

them.
B: Where did you go then?
A: To the castle. McDevon was riding so fast

that we could hardly keep pace with
him...

B: What did you do there?
A: It was late in the afternoon and the horses

were tired...
B: Don't go off the point. What did you do

there?
A: Nothing. The people in the castle were on

the alert*. We wouldn't have had a chance
against them. Even so, McDevon wanted
to attack.

B: Why didn't he?
A: I told him he was out of his mind*...
B: And he thought better of it*?
A: Not at first. He said I should take into

account that we were running short of*
time. The others seemed to agree with
him. But I put my foot down and said no.

A: So we got on our horses, McDevon first, and
went after them... We wanted to take revenge
on them.

B: Where did you go?
A: Towards the river. There we couldn't find any

sign of them any more.
B: Where did you go then?
A: To the castle. McDevon was riding so fast that

we could hardly go at the same speed.

B: What did you do there?
A: It was late in the afternoon and the horses were

tired...
B: Don't start talking about unimportant things.

What did you do there?
A: Nothing. The people in the castle were

watching out. We wouldn't have had a chance
against them. Even so, McDevon wanted to
attack.

B: Why didn't he?
A: I told him he was mad.
B: And he changed his mind?
A: Not at first. He said I should think of the fact

that we had very little time. The others seemed
to agree with him. But I was very firm and said
no.
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lugo has written that he believes he's very good at DEFINITIONS and is ready to give anybody a hand* with
i. Thank you, Hugo!

|l keep up or move at the same speed as sy/sg
who/which is going very fast or doing very well

a put one's foot down
b get one's own back on sy

be no longer able to follow sy's course; lose contact c lose ̂ ^ of ,
wim sy „. •. . . . d go off the pointstart speaking about sg unconnected to the actual
topic e take into account
pay sy back for sg; take revenge f keeP Pace with Sy/s8
include in one's calculations; consider
be firm in an objection or protest against some action

• old friend, Hugo, has also written that he does all the WORD ORDER exercises twice too, because, as he
rites, "better safe than sorry*!"

And down father foot her his put
refused. ..........................................

Goes he off often point the
unfortunately.

Age difficult it's keep modern pace the
to with.

Account didn't he information into new
take the.

Back got he her his how on own that's.

Did lose of Peter track when you?

iugo doesn't like finding the MISFITS. Can you believe it? But as he writes, "you've got to take the rough with
s smooth*!"

I must get my own back on him...
a and I'll go to any lengths to* do so!
b just to be on the safe side*.
c at all costs*.
...we lost track of him.
a After he moved to London...
b I said to the taxi driver, "Follow that man!",

but...
c He wouldn't let go of* my hand so...
...you can keep pace with even the best ones.
a It's to your credit* that...
b You've not only got the hang of* typing, but

now...
c I know there's no accounting for taste*, but...

|4 ...you're going off the point.
a When you make yourself out to be* English, I'm

afraid...
b I hope you won't take offence* if I interrupt your

speech, but..
c Don't get carried away* because...

I ANSWERS ON PAGE 70

5 Don't forget to take into account...
a the fact that we're running short of* petrol.
b that if we put all our eggs in one basket*, we

might lose everything.
c that we're going to outstay our welcome*.

6 I put my foot down...
a in the long run*.
b and told him in no uncertain terms* that he had

to stay in and work.
c at that point because I thought his demands were

getting out of hand*.
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A:

B:

A:

B:

A:

B:

A:

6*day
meet demands
at sy's expense
come into being

toe the line
bite off more than one can chew
with regard to sg

Ah, Godfrey! So glad we met. Rumour
has it that* you refused to give any money
for our Organisation Summer Ball...
That's right. Our Organisation helps
starving children in the Third World,
doesn't it? And we're so short of money
that we can hardly meet demands. Isn't
that right? How can we spend all that
money on a ball at those children's
expense? It's immoral.
You're quite right, of course. I couldn't
agree more... But we've always had a
Summer Ball, Godfrey—ever since our
Organisation came into being in 1952.
And some of our members feel that it's
important. Everybody gives money...
They might find it a little strange if you
don't toe the line...
I don't agree with the whole thing and,
what's more, I'm going to say so at the
next meeting...
Good for you, Godfrey. Just be careful
that you don't bite off more than you can
chew... You know... some members of our
Organisation might think that your
attitude is a bit... dangerous... with regard
to your job, I mean...
I get the picture*. But I won't change my
mind.
Very good, Godfrey. I myself admire a
person who says what he believes...
However...

A: Ah, Godfrey! I'm glad I've found you. Peopl
are saying that you wouldn't give any mont
for our Organisation Summer Ball...

B: That's right. Our Organisation helps hungry
children in poor countries, doesn't it? And
we've got so little money that we can hardly
give what they need. Isn't that right? How can
we spend all that money on a ball when those
children will have less because of it? It's
immoral.

A: You're quite right, of course. I completely
agree with you...But we've always had a
Summer Ball, Godfrey—ever since our
Organisation was started in 1952. And some
of our members feel that it's important.
Everybody gives money... They might think ifs
a little strange if you don't do what you're
expected to do...

B: I don't agree with the whole thing and, whafs
more, I'm going to say so at the next meeting...

A: Very good, Godfrey. Just be careful that you
don't try to do more than you can manage...
You know... some members of our
Organisation might think that your way of
thinking is a bit... dangerous... as far as your
job is concerned, I mean...

B: I understand perfectly. But I won't change my
mind.

A: Very good, Godfrey. I myself think highly of a
person who says what he believes... However...
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s're afraid we've lost track of* Hugo: we haven't heard from him for some time. But we hope he enjoys this
SFINITIONS exercise!

, with (financial) damage, loss or inconvenience
tosy

! as far as sg is concerned; concerning/related to sg c toe me yne

a bite off more than one can chew
b with regard to sg

I try to do/achieve more than one is able
I give or produce enough of what is wanted
! do as sy expects or tells one to do
i start to exist

d at sy's expense
e meet demands
f come into being

; it difficult to keep pace with* the tempo of this book? Well, just do the following EDITING task then one
sre exercise, and you're welcome to* have a big rest.

He made quite a career but it was on his family expenses at his families family's
expenses on expense.

They think we won't be able to keep meet to with demand demands unless everybody goes
toes shows to the on our lines with line.

With the regards on to the regard in to your protest, all I can say is don't bite and
eat off the food of more then than you will can have chew chewed.

This movement came went in the into the being to be in order to protect the environment.

m't let go of* your pen yet—there're some ODDS & EXTRAS left!

With regard to your salary,...
They had a nice dinner at my expense...
This company will go to any lengths* to meet
demands...
All of your brothers married nice, respectable girls...
Ever since the language school came into being,
those two teachers have been quarrelling...

a and now the others are starting to take sides*.
b but I think they bit off more than they could chew.
c so if I were you, I'd think better of* your plan to get

engaged to Chrissie.
d so you'd better toe the line or your parents will be

dissapointed.
e so you can trust them with your money.
f all I can say is that you'll get enough to live on.

{ANSWERS ON PAGE 70
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3rd

WEEKEND REVIEW

We must admit that it's to your credit* that you're still with us. Cheer up: the end is in sight*.
Rumour has it that* you're not enjoying learning expressions any more... well, you've got to take
the rough with the smooth*. And we still believe that once you've got the hang of it*, learning
expressions is wonderful, especially in the long run*. Agree? No? Well, there's no accounting for
taste*... By the way, we had a word* with Mr K., that nasty critic we mentioned a week ago. We
told him in no uncertain terms* that he should put an end to* his attacks on Expressions On Your
Own. He shouldn't make himself out to be* a great expert at our expense*. We suggested that he
was biting off a bit more than he could chew* and that he should take into account* that we might
get our own back on him*. Better safe than sorry*! We think he took the hint* but we'll see. In
the meantime, why don't you do this TEST.
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TEST

GAPS It's a hard life—only 18 points for filling 36 gaps. Oh well!

[l ....... sy's expense
[ 2 ....... welcome to do sg
1-3 better....... than sorry
4 bite....... more than one can chew
5 come....... being

[ 6 get one's own....... on sy
7 ....... the hang of sg
8 ....... sy a hand
9 go ....... the point
10 go to....... lengths to do sg
11 ....... a word with sy
12 ....... the long run
13 it's ....... sy's credit
14 just to be on the safe .......
15 ....... pace with sy/sg
16 let go ....... sg
17 ....... track of sy
18 make oneself..... to be sg/sy

19 ....... demands
20 ....... one's welcome
21 put an end .......sg
22 put all one's ....... in one basket
23 put one's foot.......
24 rumour....... it that
25 ....... a good chance of doing sg
26 ....... into account
27 take....... hint
28 ....... the rough with the smooth
29 tell sy in no uncertain.......
30 the end is in .......
31 there's no ....... for taste
32 think better....... sg
33 toe the.......
34 turn sg ....... one's advantage
35 we'll....... that bridge when we come to it
36 with regard....... sg

SUBSTITUTIONS Replace the italics with an expression for 8 points.

1 There's a strong possibility that you' II be
successful.
I wouldn't choose a dress like that, but then
everyone has different tastes.

3 This jazz club started to exist 5 years ago.
4 This company can't produce enough of what is

wanted.
5 We'll deal with that problem if and when it

happens.
6 Could you help me please?
7 You shouldn't have only one plan to count on.
8 I wanted to pay him back for hitting me last

week.

MISTAKES Are you bored out of your mind* with this exercise? Surely not.

1 *Let's make an end with all this nonsense! *
2 *I don't want to stay out of my welcome.*
3 *I don't know what to do with regards to your problem.*
4 *He makes himself to be a hero.*
5 * We'd better do it - just for being on the safe side.*
6 *I'd go to any length to do that.*
7 *It's her credit that she didn't make a fuss .*
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8 *I think I can make it in my advantage.*
9 *He was chosen to play Hamlet on my expence.*
10 *I said him with no uncertain terms that he had gone too far.*

DEFINITIONS Take advantage of* this exercise to check whether you really know these definitions!

1 it's better to take the trouble* to prepare for
every possible consequence than to take risks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2 accept the fact that life has unpleasant aspects
as well as pleasant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3 start speaking about sg unconnected to the
actual topic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4 rethink a possible action and decide against it . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 understand what has been indirectly suggested . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS Don't let your past success with this test go to your head*! Take this Questk
and Answer exercise extremely seriously!

1 A: That's the second time I've poured soup on a customer! Do you think I'll ever....................
waitressing?

B: Of course you will. You just need to practise a bit.
2 A: Mrs. Parsons, could I.................... about the new lunchtime arrangements?

B: I'm sorry, I'm a bit pressed for time* now. Perhaps later?
3 A: I thought this government would change things for the better, but everything is getting worse, isn't

it?
B: It's always difficult at the beginning, but you'll see that our policies will work....................

4 A: Now that you've seen how our factory works, what do you think?
B: Well, just look at these old-fashioned machines! If your factory can't.................... modern

technological developments, it has no future.
5 A: You told me you were a good private detective. So what has my wife been doing today?

B: Well, this morning she went to her office and the hairdresser's, but I'm afraid I.................... her at
2.30 p.m.

6 A: So I've got three jobs now and I play basketball and sing in a choir.
B: That's an awful lot! Don't you think you're ...................... ? You might make yourself ill.

7 A: Do you know any cheap hotels near the conference centre?
B: Oh you needn't worry about hotels! You .................. stay at my house during the conference.

8 A: Did she really ask for a further 200 pounds?
B: Yes, and that's where I.................... The whole thing has just gone too far.

OPPOSITES Write opposite the OPPOSITES the opposites of those opposites. (Maximum 5 points + 1/2 for
understanding the instruction!)

1 /' ve never heard anyone say that she's very
intelligent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2 We are still at the beginning. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 / didn't consider the part-time staff. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 He rebelled against the rules. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 She told him to hold onto her arm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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[The end of the test already! Doesn't time fly when you're enjoying yourself?!

How many points did you get out of 54 1/2?

[ And new for a bonus 1/2 point:

What did you think of this test?

a Pretty awful—but then there's no accounting for taste*.
b Well, we've got to take the rough with the smooth*. But where is the smooth?

I c It's to the authors' credit* that there're only four of these terrible tests in the book.
d It was absolutely fantastic!

Q :J3AVSUB POOJ)

COMMENTS

Stand a good chance of doing sg has a variation in the negative, e.g. he doesn't stand a chance (of doing sg).
Take the hint - Alternative: get the hint. You can also take a hint in general, e.g. She simply can't take a hint.
Be welcome to do sg is not to be confused with "you're welcome", which is a polite response in American English to "thank
you".
Make oneself out to be sg usually expresses negative feelings of the speaker towards the person he/she is describing.
Lose track of sy/sg - A very common usage of this expression is lose track of time, meaning "not to realize how much time
has passed".
Get one's own back on sy can be simply get one's own back, e.g. Don't worry, I'll get my own back.
Take into account - There are two usages of this expression: (a) take something into account, (b) take into account that...
Meet demands - To be more specific, you can meet the demand for sg, or meet somebody's demands.
Come into being - Alternative: come into existence.
At sy's expense - Note that this does not always mean financial expense. E.g. Sometimes translations of poetry are accurate
at the expense of the beauty of the original. When it does refer to sg financial, it need not necessarily mean "damage" or
'loss" but simply "cost". E.g. He travelled first class at his company's expense.

HAVE YOU REMEMBERED THE WORD CARDS AT THE BACK?

ANSWERS ON PAGE 72
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Tday
be two/three/etc, things short
it goes without saying (that)
you must be kidding!

lose the thread
ins and outs
to put it mildly

A: Mr Higgins, could I have a word with*
you?

B: Of course, Ms Thompson.
A: I'm afraid we're two chairs short.
B: Well, now that might be a problem...
A: A problem? Why? We just need two

chairs...
B: Yes, I heard you, Ms Thompson, but I'm

afraid I can't help you.
A: You mean there aren't two spare chairs in

this whole building? You must be
kidding!

B: Of course there are spare chairs, but I'm
afraid our agreement involved only 28
chairs, Ms Thompson, and there's a
document to prove that, signed by Mr
Wilkins himself, who is, of course, the
assistant Head of Department of...

A: Just a minute, I've lost the thread... What
does all that have to do with the two extra
chairs that I need?

B: I have a written order: 28 chairs—and you
have 28 chairs. Believe me, I know the ins
and outs of this job, and 28 chairs means
28 chairs. And if you won't take my word
for it*, you're welcome to* call Mr
Wilkins... And, of course, it goes without
saying that if my orders change...

A: I can't believe it. This is absolutely
ridiculous—to put it mildly!

A: Mr Higgins, could I speak to you ?

B: Of course, Ms Thompson.
A: I'm afraid we' ve got two chairs too few.
B: Well, now that might be a problem...
A: A problem ? Why ? We just need two chairs...

B: Yes. I heardyou, Ms Thompson, but I'm afraid \
I can't help you.

A: You mean there aren't two spare chairs in this
whole building? Surety you are joking!

B: Of course there are extra chairs, but I'm afraid
we agreed that you would only want 28 chairs,
Ms Thompson, and there's a document saying
that, signed by Mr Wilkins himself, who is, of l

course, the assistant Head of Department of...

A: Just a minute, I can't follow what you're
saying... What does all that have to do with the
two extra chairs that I need?

B: I have a written order: 28 chairs—and you
have 28 chairs. Believe me, I know all the
details of this job, and 28 chairs means 28
chairs. And if you don't believe me, you can
certainly call Mr Wilkins... And of course, I
don't need to say that if I'm told something
different...

A: I can't believe it. This is absolutely ridiculous
—and that's an understatement!
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ae people would go to any lengths* to get these DEFINITIONS exercises over with* as quickly as possible,
ers enjoy them.

I need another two/three/etc, things a to put it mildly
| it's natural; it follows automatically b ins and cuts
j be unable to follow or understand the line of a story c lose the thread
| or argument d ̂  two/three/etc, things short
| all the details e it goes without saying (that)
i surely you're joking! f you must be kidding!
i make an understatement; to say the least

MTING It's these extra words again; you're welcome to* cross them out—in fact, we'd like you to do just
at, if it isn't too much of a hassle*.

He isn't completely familiar with the ins and the out and the in and the outs of his
profession, to say put take that it in mildly mild way.

And it is goes going out of without to say saying that if you loose lose forget find
all the threads a thread, I'll stop and repeat it for you.

iWhen he said they were running short of three people of running short short of I said,
"You must kidding be a kid kidding?"

an't even think of missing out this ODDS & EXTRAS exercise! If you want to master these expressions you
to toe the line*!

Don't outstay your welcome*.
I think I've taken all the money we spent into
account*.
The government says it is going to put an end to*
our free meals and company cars.

14 I'm Simon DeWynter's nephew.
15 Are you enjoying the film?

a You must be kidding! They can't do that!
b Then it goes without saying that we can offer you a

job, sir.
c Well, I don't really understand what's happening

because I've lost the thread.
d You can't have done; we're still 4 pounds short.
e Yes, but it's a bit violent—to put it mildly.
f Of course I won't. I know the ins and outs of their

house.

ANSWERS ON PAGE 70
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2ldday
hit the nail on the head
not to be on speaking terms
lift sy's spirits

get sg off one's chest
out of the blue
it began to dawn on sy

A: You look a bit miserable. I bet you've had
another argument with your wife, haven't
you?

B: You've hit the nail on the head. We're
not on speaking terms now.

A: Really? It's that bad? Come on, I'll buy
you a beer—that'll lift your spirits a bit.
And meanwhile you can tell me all about
it and get it off your chest. OK?

B: OK. Thanks, mate. You see, last night we
were sitting watching TV when, out of the
blue, Sylvia asked me if I liked hot
countries. I thought it was a bit of a strange
question, but then she kept on talking
about holidays and the Bahamas, and it
began to dawn on me that she wanted to
go on holiday to the Bahamas this
December...

A: So what's wrong with that? We can all
dream...

B: Yes, but she wasn't dreaming. She'd
already booked the holiday.

A: Oh... and are you going, then?
B: Are you out of your mind* ? I put my foot

down* and told her it was out of the
question*. We're going to Hastings in
July, as usual.

A: You look a bit miserable. I'm sure you've had
another quarrel with your wife, haven't you?

B: That's exactly it. We're not speaking to each
other now.

A: Really? It's that bad? Come on, I' II buy you a
beer—that'll cheer you up a bit. And
meanwhile you can tell me all about it to make
yourself feel better. OK?

B: OK. Thanks, mate. You see, last night we were
sitting watching TV when suddenly and
unexpectedly Sylvia asked me if I liked hot
countries. I thought this question was a bit
strange, but then she kept on talking about
holidays and the Bahamas, and I began to
realise that she wanted to go on holiday to the
Bahamas this December...

A: So what's wrong with that? We can all dream...

B: Yes, but she wasn't dreaming. She'd already
booked the holiday.

A: Oh... and are you going, then?
B: Are you mad? I told her very firmly that it's

impossible. We're going to Hastings in July, as
usual.
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)EFINITIONS Here we go again!

suddenly, without any warning, unexpectedly
make sy feel more optimistic and cheerful
refuse to talk to each other, e.g. after a quarrel
interpret the situation exactly
feel better because of speaking about sg that has
worried or depressed one
it started to become clear to sy

a out of the blue
b not to be on speaking terms
c it began to dawn on sy
d hit the nail on the head
e lift sy's spirits
f get sg off one's chest

[Here's the penultimate (or second-to-last or last but one) LETTER TO OLAF. Let's hope that you've been more
[successful with learning these expressions than Cecilia has! We have a feeling that you have.

Olaf, my darling,

I've got some interesting things to tellyou! ftnthonia and I are
still not on sleeping turns—But that's not very interesting.
However, yesterday my Qerman friend, Heidrun, came to see me
saying that she wanted to take something of her Breast. She
said that two days Before, out of the green, Mimmo had said
that he was passionately in love with her! It Began to dorn in
us that perhaps we should all steer clear of* 'M.immo. 'When you
last wrote saying that he must be a se^-mad idiot, you hitted
the screw on the nose! Oh well, something also happened which
really lifted my spirit: I got an excellent result ($2%) in the Big

Corrections:

See you soon, dearest Olaf,

Love,

Cecuia

We were going to say that this is the last time you'll have to match SENTENCE HALVES—but unfortunately
it isn't.

1 When he kept going off the point*...
2 We thought that we had everything nicely

organized...
3 A nice cup of coffee...
4 He took offence* at Julie's criticisms...
5 I realize that this job is quite difficult and that

Emma isn't very easy to work with...
6 When he said in the heat of the moment* that she

was jealous of him...

a and now they are not on speaking terms.
b so if you want to get sg off your chest, you're

welcome to* come and talk to me.
c it began to dawn on me that he knew nothing about

Dickens' novels.
d he actually hit the nail on the head.
e will lift your spirits, for sure.
f then, out of the blue, Mrs King arrived and informed

us that we were 15 plates and 9 cups short*.

ANSWERS ON PAGE 70-71
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3""day
be scared stiff
come up to expectations
be out of breath

do oneself justice
on the spur of the moment
take it with a pinch of salt

A: How did the audition go?
B: Oh, I felt so nervous! Everyone had told

the examiners I was a brilliant singer and
I was scared stiff that I wouldn't come
up to expectations...

A: Stop beating about the bush* and tell me
what happened. Were you accepted?

B: You know, I almost missed the bus and I
was completely out of breath when I
arrived. I thought I wouldn't be able to
sing at all!

A: Get to the point*!
B: Alright, alright! Well, while I was singing

my examination songs, I really felt that I
wasn't doing myself justice... You know
what I mean?

A: Uhuh.
B: So, on the spur of the moment I decided

to sing one of my own songs instead.
A: What?!! You must be crazy. I wouldn't

dare to do a thing like that!
B: Well, afterwards my singing teacher told

me I was pushy and conceited... but I took
it with a pinch of salt; after all, she must
have been pleased that I was accepted.

A: How did the singing entrance exam go?
B: Oh, I felt so nervous! Everyone had told the I

examiners I was a brilliant singer and I was\
terrified that I wouldn't be as good as they \
expected...

A: Stop trying to avoid answering my question]
and tell me what happened. Did you get in?

B: You know, I almost missed the bus and I\
hurried so much that I could hardly breathe
when I arrived. I thought I wouldn't be able to j
sing at all!

A: Tell me the important bit!
B: Alright, alright! Well, while I was singing my \

examination songs, I really felt that I wasn't j
doing as well as I could... You know what I i
mean?

A: Uhuh.
B: So, suddenly, without really thinking about it,

I decided to sing one of my own songs instead.
A: What?!! You must be crazy! I wouldn't dare to

do a thing like that!
B: Well, afterwards my singing teacher told me I

was overconfident and arrogant... but I didn't
take that very seriously; after all, she must
have been pleased that I'd got in.
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Feeling down? A DEFINITIONS exercise will lift your spirits*!

1 reach the expected standard
2 suddenly, without any preparation; spontaneously
3 be extremely afraid, terrified
4 not to take it absolutely seriously
5 have difficulty in breathing after e.g. running
6 show one's abilities, features at their best

a be scared stiff
b be out of breath
c on the spur of the moment
d come up to expectations
e do oneself justice
f take it with a pinch of salt

Do you think the exercises in this book manage to meet demands*? Why not write and tell us? Meanwhile do
this WORD ORDER exercise.

1 Come didn't expectations hotel the to
up. ..........................................

2 A everything of pinch Robert salt says
take with.

3 Did he it moment of on spur the the.

4 Absolutely scared she stiff was.

5 Didn't do in justice test this you
yourself.

6 Because breath couldn't I I of out
speak was.

We didn't want to repeat expressions from previous days at the expense of* the naturalness of the language, but
we think we found a good compromise—especially in these MISFITS exercises.

1 I was scared stiff...
a —to put it mildly*.
b that she would bite off more than she could

chew*.
c that I could turn the situation to my advantage*.

2 He came up to expectations...
a but that goes without saying*.
b completely out of the blue*.
c with regard to* his theoretical knowledge of the

subject.
3 I was completely out of breath...

a so I couldn't keep pace with* them.
b but I never lost track of* the man I was chasing,
c so I decided to get it off my chest* .

4 Unfortunately he didn't do himself justice...
a because he hit the nail on the head*.
b because he lost the thread* of what the

interviewer was saying.
c because as we can see from his test mark he's at

least 20 points short*.

ANSWERS ON PAGE 71

5 On the spur of the moment...
a I decided to have a try; after all, I stood a good

chance of* doing well.
b he made the decision without taking anyone

else's views into account*.
c it began to dawn on her* that perhaps she had

been wrong.
6 ...but I took it with a pinch of salt.

a She said I must be kidding* if I thought I could
win...

b She said that we'd cross that bridge when we
came to it*...

c She said she'd get her own back on* me...
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4*day
put one's finger on sg
fulfil the requirements
take the easy way out

get stuck
take one's time
not in the least

A: I'm afraid this book isn't exactly what the
market needs...

B: What do you mean?
A: Well, it's difficult to put your finger on

what the problem is—although I know the
ins and outs* of the publishing business,
you can take my word for it*... The title,
for example... Boring. I'm not interested
in a book called "Expressions-some-
thing...".

B: We can change the title...
A: It's not just the title; the whole book just

doesn't fulfil the requirements. What the
market needs is politics and sex. I know
that some critics say that we publishers
take the easy way out by filling our
books with sex... but these people don't
know a damn thing about reality, to put
it mildly*...

B: We wanted to have some sex... but then
we got stuck.

A: You got stuck!
B: Yes. We couldn't find the right

expressions...
A: I see... well, I could teach you a thing or

two... Anyway, all I can suggest is that you
rewrite this book... And remember: sex
and politics... Take your time... It isn't
urgent... Not in the least.

A: I'm afraid this book isn't exactly what the
public will want to buy...

B: What do you mean ?
A: Well, it's difficult to say exactly what the

problem is—although I know all the details of
the publishing business, you can believe me...
The title, for example... Boring. I'm not
interested in a book called "Expressions-
something...".

B: We can change the title...
A: It's not only the title; the whole book just

doesn't have what it should have. What the
market needs is politics and sex. I know that
some critics say that we publishers save
ourselves a lot of work by filling our books
with sex... but these people know absolutely
nothing about reality, and that's an
understatement...

B: We wanted to have some sex... but then we ran
out of* ideas and couldn't continue.

A: You couldn't go on ?
B: No, we couldn't find the right expressions...

A: I see... Well, I could teach you quite a lot...
Anyway, all I can suggest is that you rewrite
this book... And remember: sex and politics...
Use as much time as you need... There is
absolutely no hurry... Not at all.
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at of the blue* we got another letter from Hugo. He wrote: "With regard to* the DEFINITIONS exercises,
I'd like to say that they're brilliant and I'd like more!" Here you go, Hugo!

[l be good enough, or do all that is wanted/required
steer clear of* hard work
specify exactly, explain precisely
not at all, absolutely not
not to hurry; use as much time as one needs

|6 stop and not be able to continue

a get stuck
b put one's finger on sg
c fulfil the requirements
d not in the least
e take the easy way out
f take one's time

[Here is Cecilia's last LETTER TO OLAF. As usual, she wants to write about her love for him, but goes off the
aint* (and makes mistakes).

'Dear Ofaf,

Our teacher said that 52% was not an excellent result! She said.
I had only just fillfulled the requirements and that my problem
is that I make confess mistakes and always take out easy the
way. Mow unfair! Welt, I don't care—not on the Cess! In fact,
Ifeet realty happy, although I can't push my finger over the
reason why. 'Today we all had to make a speech in "English.
Halfway through mine, I got sticked; I just didn 't know what
to say ne%t. 'But Anthonia was really kind. She said, "'Don't
panic—take your time, ybu're doing really well. "So I've
decided she '$ not so Bad after all. In fact, I've invited her and
Oleidrun to come and visit us at home, and I've invitedMimmo
too. I knew you wouldn 't mind!

See you very soon,

All my love,

Cecilia

Corrections:

[Unfortunately, Hugo, also said in his letter that unless we write back to him immediately, he'll no longer be on
[speaking terms* with us. What a pity! This SENTENCE HALVES exercise will take his mind off* it

[l The only reason he's not out of breath* is...
I only know that she always manages to lift my
spirits*...

|3 It began to dawn on* him that the problem was
actually quite complicated...

[4 You must be kidding* ! Of course I don't mind if
you go fishing without me...

|5 Despite all those driving lessons at her father's
expense*...
The project came into being* a year ago...

a —not in the least!
b but the research got stuck and we've made no

progress for months.
c that he took the easy way out and paid his little

brother to do his part of the work!
d although I can't put my finger on why that is.
e and that he'd have to take his time in deciding what

the best thing to do was.
f once again she didn't manage to fulfil the

requirements of the test.

4SWERS ON PAGE 71
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5"day
we're all in the same boat
make ends meet (on sg)
the proof of the pudding is in the eating

come to one's senses
come into force
have pins and needles in one's leg/arm/etc.

A: ...so we're all in the same boat.
B: Sorry? I've lost the thread*. What's

happening with the boats?
A: I said we're all in the same boat.
B: Oh, I see... Who?
A: Don't make yourself out to be* an

idiot. All of us in this job who find it
more and more difficult to make ends
meet on the low wages. Why don't we
protest? Why do we always toe the
line*?

B: Indeed, why do we?
A: It's high time that we came to our senses.

A national strike... that would teach
them...

B: Are you sure?
A: Oh yes. They'd go to any lengths to* meet

our demands*... They might even change
the new law that's coming into force next
month... Anyway, the proof of the
pudding is in the eating, so let's try...
Hey, what are you doing now?

B: Oh sorry. I'm just changing position. I've
got pins and needles in my leg.

A: ...so we're all in the same situation.
B: Sorry? I can't follow what you're saying.

What's happening...?
A: I said we' re all suffering together.
B: Oh, I see... Who?
A: Don't behave as if you were an idiot. I mean

all of us in this job who find it more and more
difficult to pay for everything we need with the
little money we get. Why don't we raise
objections*? Why do we always do what they
expect us to do?

B: Well yes, why do we?
A: It's high time we started to think reasonably. A

national strike... that would teach them...

B: Are you sure?
A: Oh yes. They would do anything to give us

what we asked for... They might even change
the new regulation which will be introduced
next month... Anyway, we don't know what the
result will be until we actually try it, so lefs
try... Hey, what are you doing now?

B: Oh sorry. I'm just changing position. I can't
feel my leg.
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I Mr K. has been getting it off his chest* again—another letter arrived criticizing our DEFINITIONS exercise. I
f think we'll visit him.

1 have a funny, sharp (tingling) feeling in one's
leg/arm/etc, after sitting/lying in a bad position

2 start having legal power, begin to operate
: 3 we are all in the same situation, with the same

problems
4 manage to live on the money one has
5 start to think or behave in a normal way again
6 sg should be tried out in practice and its

value/quality should be found out through
experience

a come to one's senses
b we're all in the same boat
c make ends meet (on sg)
d have pins and needles in one's leg/arm/etc.
e come into force
f the proof of the pudding is in the eating

An angry reader wrote that this EDITING exercise is so complicated that sometimes on the spur of the moment*
he feels like throwing the whole book away. We took that with a pinch of salt*.

1 Well, I hardly think that you' 11 be able to do make the end out ends to meet in from on
out your salary but to the try proof of pudding the pudding is the eating in when you
eat the have eaten it eating.

2 I hate doing written homework because I always become have the pins and the needle and
the knives a pin and knife and needle needles on in my leg afterwards.

3 You should come arrive at to sense your sense the senses: now we're all in all one the
same shoe the shoes a boat, thanks to the regulations that came and went in to into
upon the force the forces last week.

We can't quite put our finger on*why these ODDS & EXTRAS exercises are so exciting. Perhaps you can tell
us!

11 simply can't make ends meet on my wages. a You've hit the nail on the head*.
2 Why are you so out of breath*? b Of course. I'm glad you've come to your senses at
3 You mean, we'll be poorer after the new law comes last,

into force? c Because I've got pins and needles in my leg.
4 On the spur of the moment* I accepted his offer. Do d You're not the only one; we're all in the same boat,

you think I was right to? mate.
e I don't know. We'll see. The proof of the pudding is

in the eating.

ANSWERS ON PAGE 71
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A:

B:

A:
B:

A:

B:

A:

6"day
keep one's fingers crossed
if the worst comes to the worst
that rings a bell

keep a straight face
once in a while
go back on one's word

A:
B:

A:
B:

A:

Good luck—I'll keep my fingers crossed
for you. Are you nervous?
You must be kidding*. I've read
Expressions On Your Own. It goes without
saying* that I'll pass.
Don't count your chickens* ...
Oh, I'm quite confident—and anyway, if
the worst conies to the worst, I can
always retake the exam...
That rings a bell... you took the exam six
times last year before you passed!
You think that's funny, don't you? Look
at you! You can hardly keep a straight
face...
I'm only pulling your leg*. I'll treat you
to a beer if you pass. Hey, it's your turn!
Good luck.

(After the exam)

Well?
You know, once in a while I get the
feeling that I'm so clever...
So you passed?
Naturally. I told you I'd read Expressions
On Your Own. Now how about that beer
you promised me? Surely you're not
going to go back on your word?
I can't remember promising anything...
Oh well, why not? A drink for the genius.
Come on, let's go.

A: Good luck—I' II be thinking of you and wishing
you luck. Are you nervous?

B: You' re joking. I' ve read Expressions On Your
Own. I'll pass, there's no question about it.

A: It's too early to be sure...
B: Oh, I'm quite sure of myself—and anyway, if

everything goes really badly and I fail, I can
always take the exam again...

A: That sounds familiar... you took the exam six
times last year before you passed!

B: You think thats funny, don't you? Look atyou!
You can hardly keep a serious expression on
your face...

A: I'm only teasing you. I'll buy you a glass of
beer if you pass. Hey they're calling you!
Good luck.

(After the exam)

A: Well?
B: You know, from time to time I get the feeling

that I'm so clever...
A: So you passed?
B: Of course. I told you I'd read Expressions On

Your Own. Now let's have that beer you
promised me. Surely you' re not going to break
your promise?

A: I can't remember promising anything... Oh
well, why not? A drink for the genius. Come
on, let's go.
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f you can't stand these DEFINITIONS think of all those other readers who also can't stand them! At least you're
'. in the same boat*.

sometimes, from time to time
hope for a good result and wish sy luck
keep a serious expression on one's face and not
laugh or smile when one wishes to
break a promise
if matters become as bad as they can possibly be
that sounds familiar, that reminds me of sg

a keep one's fingers crossed
b that rings a bell
c go back on one's word
d once in a while
e if the worst comes to the worst
f keep a straight face

PORD ORDER exercises are a good example of how computer mistakes can be turned to our (and hopefully
nr) advantage*, so we don't mind if you do this exercise twice—not in the least*.

A face keep make straight sure you.

Back go honest never on people their
word.

Crossed fingers for him keep let's our.

Change comes if I'll jobs the the to
worst worst.

A drunk gets he in once really while.

A bell does ring that to you?

lumour has it that* a new law might come into force* whereby you can get a diploma if you finish this book
iiccessfully. Then perhaps you could make ends meet* by giving your friends lessons on these expressions! Like

rumours, this one has to be taken with a pinch of salt*. Do this last MISFITS exercise, anyway.

11 I'll keep my fingers crossed...
a but I know you'll fulfil the requirements*.
b because I've got pins and needles in* my hand.
c and I hope you do yourself justice*.
If the worst comes to the worst...
a you'11 lose the thread*.
b you can always take the easy way out*.
c just remember, we're all in the same boat*.

[3 That rings a bell...
a —your colleague also told me to come to my

senses*.
b although I can't put my finger on where I heard

it exactly.
c because I wasn't on speaking terms* with her.
...—I could hardly keep a straight face.
a All he did was walk up the stairs and he was

completely out of breath*...
b He said he could speak Spanish, but he got stuck*

in every sentence...
c I was scared stiff*...

5 Once in a while...
a he knows the ins and outs* of his profession.
b a new and exciting political movement comes

into being*.
c I have to put my foot down* and refuse.

6 ...I hope you won't go back on your word.
a Take your time* in coming to a definite decision,

because afterwards...
b Well, the proof of the pudding is in the

eating* and if it works...
c You told me to take what he said with a pinch of

salt* so...

ANSWERS ON PAGE 71
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4th

WEEKEND REVIEW

Congratulations! You've made it! But let's not forget that there's still a TEST to do! (If you were
thinking of taking the easy way out* and leaving it out, you'd better come to your senses* now!)
We hope you'll have no problems with it. We'll keep our fingers crossed*. If you have done the
weekly tasks properly, you should be in a position to do yourself justice*. (Do all these expressions
ring a bell*? See, that's what we mean.) But the proof of the pudding is in the eating* so let's get
down to it. (Take your time*— if you have pins and needles in your leg*, why not walk to the
kitchen and back before you start?) If the worst comes to the worst* and you get stuck* and don't
come up to expectations*, we suggest that you revise the daily units until you can fulfil the
requirements*. It's that simple, so there's no need to panic. Speaking about panic, we met Mr K.,
the nasty critic, yesterday—remember him? He was scared stiff* when he saw us, and looked so
funny that we could hardly keep a straight face*. He said he didn't dislike Expressions On Your
Own any more, not in the least*. And that he'd stop writing nasty criticisms. One of our fans (an
ex-boxer, in fact) said he'd visit him once in a while* just to see that he doesn't go back on his
word*.
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TEST
JAPS The end is in sight* now! Let's start the last test! Fill in the gaps! (Please!)

be....... of breath
be scared.......
be two/three/etc, things.......
....... into force
....... to one's senses
come....... to expectations
....... oneself justice
....... the requirements

If get sg....... one's chest
110 ....... stuck
111 go ....... on one's word
ill have pins and....... in one's leg/arm/etc.
[13 hit the ....... on the head
[14 if the worst....... to the worst
[15 ins and.......
[16 it....... to dawn on sy
[17 it goes without....... (that)
[18 keep a....... face

19 keep one's fingers.......
20 ....... sy's spirits
21 ....... the thread
22 make ....... meet (on sg)
23 not....... the least
24 not to be on speaking.......
25 on the.......of the moment
26 once in a.......
27 ....... of the blue
28 ....... one's finger on sg
29 take it with a....... of salt
30 take the easy....... out
31 ....... one's tane
32 that rings a.......
33 the proof of me pudding is in the
34 to.......itmildly
35 we're all in the ....... boat
36 you must be.......!

[SUBSTITUTIONS By now you could do this exercise backwards with your eyes shut! Perhaps you could try
j that - after you've replaced the italics with expressions in the usual way.

11 I can't explain exactly why it was. ........................................
12 You didn't really show your best quaMes. ........................................
13 If I were you I would not take it absolutely

seriously. ........................................
4 He broke his promise.
5 At last you've started to think normally. ........................................
6 The law will be introduced next month ........................................
7 That sounds familiar! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8 I know all the little details of this job. ........................................

MISTAKES These are the last mistakes you'll have to correct in this book—so why not enjoy it?

1 *It began dawning on me that I'd made a mistake.*
2 * You' ve hit the nail's head! *
3 They are not on a speaking term.*
4 *There 's no hurry - use your time! *
5 *I was completely outside my breath.*
6 *You haven't filled all the requirements.*
7 *Tell me all about it and take it off your chest.*
8 *It stands without saying it that my English is perfect!*
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9 *I'm not embarrassed - not even least!*
10 *Once upon the while dreams come true.*

DEFINITIONS Your old friends. Come on, let's get it over with*!

1 sg should be tried out in practice and its
value/quality should be found out through
experience

2 be unable to follow or understand the line of a
story or argument

3 suddenly without any warning, unexpectedly
4 steer clear of* hard work
5 reach the expected standard

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS Some of these questions and answers don't make sense - because you haven't
filled in the missing expressions yet! Well, what are you waiting for?

1 A: You're taking your driving test today, aren't you? How do you feel?
B: I'm .................... My legs are shaking.

2 A: What do you think of the new motorway laws which came into force last week?
B: Rather inconvenient—to .................... !

3 A: Could some of the restaurant staff come and help in the bar tonight? We're going to be busy.
B: You ....................! We're already two people short because they are both on holiday.

4 A: Mum! I've .................... with my maths homework. Can you come and help me?
B: Well, see if you can do it yourself first.

5 A: My son's taking his Cycling Proficiency Test today.
B: Oh, I'll....................for him.

6 A: Were you there when Professor Steinbrecher's trousers fell down?
B: Yes! He was so angry and I could hardly ......................

7 A: How can we .................... ? The cost of living is so high now and our wages never go up.
B: Too bad, mate. You '11 just have to sell one of the Mercedes.

8 A: Is that some sort of new dance?
B: No! I've got.................... my leg!

OPPOSITES You know what to do... And this is the last thing to do!

1 We have got five people too many.
2 Our situations are different.
3 Only if everything goes as well as it possibly

can.
4 After lots of thought I told her I would do it.
5 That really made me feel sad and depressed.
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That's it—you've done it!

How many points did you get?

There's one more bonus point to be won by choosing the correct answer to the following question:

What impression did this last test have on you?

a It was awful—to put it mildly*.
b I didn't enjoy it—not in the least*.
c Well, it definitely didn't lift my spirits*.
d It was absolutely fantastic!
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COMMENTS

Be two/three/etc, things short - Note that this expression is always used for countable nouns. Instead of "one" you can
say "a", e.g. We're a chair short. For uncountable nouns (e.g. money, food) use be short ofsg, e.g. We're short of butter.
You must be kidding! - Although commonly used in the "you"-form, other pronouns and names can be substituted, e.g.
He must be kidding!, or She said I must be kidding.
Not to be on speaking terms is usually in the negative, but is occasionally used in the question form, e.g. Are you and
Angela back on speaking terms yet?
Lift sy's spirits - Alternative: raise sy's spirits.
Out of the blue - "Blue" here means the sky.
It began to dawn on me can be simply it dawned on me.
Be scared stiff - You can also say, be bored stiff.
Do oneself justice - You can also do sg/sy justice, e.g. Two days in Hungary isn't enough to do the country justice., or Her
wedding photo didn't do her justice.
Take it with a pinch of salt - You can also take something (e.g. statistics) with a pinch of salt
Come to one's senses is also sometimes used to mean "wake up" or "suddenly realize what's going on".
Have pins and needles in one's leg/arm/etc - You can also get pins and needles in your arm/leg.
Keep one's fingers crossed - Very often you keep your fingers crossed/or somebody.
Note the difference: Once in a while = occasionally. Once in a blue moon = hardly ever.
Go back on one's word - Here "word" means "word of honour" or "promise". Alternative: go back on one's promise.

HAVE YOU REMEMBERED THE WORD CARDS AT THE BACK?

ANSWERS ON PAGE 72
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DAILY UNITS

ANSWERS

1st week 1st day
DEFINITIONS
LETTERS TO OLAF

DIALOGUE PAIRS

1st week 2nd day
DEFINITIONS
EDITING

MISFITS

1st week 3rd day
DEFINITIONS
WORD ORDER

ODDS & EXTRAS

1st week 4th day
DEFINITIONS
EDITING

ODDS & EXTRAS

1st week 5th day
DEFINITIONS
WORD ORDER

MISFITS

1st week 6th day
DEFINITIONS
LETTERS TO OLAF

1-e, 2-b, 3-c, 4-a, 5-f, 6-d
get it under, with -> get it over with, How go —» how come, sits, my nerves on —» gets on
my nerves, my cup of coffee —» my cup of lea, much too of a hissle -»too much of a
hassle, in an empty stumurk-* on an empty stomach
l-f,2-c,3-d,4-e,5-b,6-a

l-f,2-a,3-c,4-e,5-b,6-d
1 Now, that'll do, darling, stop making a fuss. 21 am always bored out of my mind when
they begin to talk shop. 3 Come in and make yourself at home. 4 You needn't turn your
nose up at it just because it's different
1-b, 2~a, 3-b, 4-a, 5-b ("Make yourself at home" is what you would say to a guest,
whereas "You can move in..." would be said to a tenant or future home-owner.), 6-c

l-c.2-e.3-f.4-d, 5-b, 6-a
1 Hurry up, we're pressed for time. 2 Don't make any mistakes, there's a lot at stake. 3
It's your mistake, so you should put it right 4 You should bear it in mind all the time. 5
Well done, that's more like it 61 don't *ink you get the picture.
3-d-e, 5-none (1-b, 2-a, 4-c)

l-e,2-f,3-d,4-a,5-c,6-b
11 feel under the weather so please leave me in peace. 2 Hi John, what have you been up
to recently? 3 You should pull yourself together and take the trouble to meet diese people
even if you don't feel up to it.
5-b^d, 4-none (1-e, 2-f, 3-c)

l-d,2-c,3-f,4-a,5-e,6-b
1 The man in the street can't afford it. 2 You know that's not my style. 3 You can take my
word for it 4 Don't worry, they have the situation wider control. 5 They are still trying to
keep up the pretence. 6 They want to be first at all costs.
1-a, 2-c (You wouldn't use a word like "might" when you make a promise or assure sy
of sg.), 3-b, 4-a, 5-b ("That's not my style" doesn't refer to a hairstyle or any fashion but
rather to a general way of behaviour or thinking.), 6-b

1-e, 2-a, 3-b, 4-d, 5-f, 6-c
do. the most of—t make the most of. pane in my shoulder —» pain in the neck, rose
objections —» raised objections, loosed my temperature —»lost my temper, pal me
anywhere —> get me anywhere, there's, no three roads around it —»there're no two ways
about it
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SENTENCE HALVES

2nd week 1st day
DEFINITIONS
EDITING

MISFITS

2nd week 2nd day
DEFINITIONS
LETTERS TO OLAF

DIALOGUE PAIRS

2nd week 3rd day
DEFINITIONS
WORD ORDER

ODDS & EXTRAS

2nd week 4th day

DEFINITIONS
EDITING

ODDS & EXTRAS

2nd week 5th day
DEFINITIONS
WORD ORDER

MISFITS

2nd week 6th day
DEFINITIONS
LETTERS TO OLAF

SENTENCE HALVES

3rd week 1st day

DEFINITIONS
LETTERS TO OLAF

DIALOGUE PAIRS

l-b,2-f,3-d,4-a,5-c,6-e

1-f, 2-b, 3-a, 4-c, 5-e, 6-d
1 He asked me to pull strings but that's out of the question. 2 It never crossed my mind to
give him a ring. 3 Stop beating about the bush and get to the point
1 -c,2-b, 3-b,4-b,5-a, 6-a

l-f,2-c,3-e,4-a,5-d,6-b
walking short of—* running short of, aren't many QJL the way to. —> isn't much in the way
of, holds my company -» keeps me company, jumps into my mouth -» jumps down my
throat, gets taken away -> gets carried away, right served him -» served him right
l-d,2-e,3-b.4-f,5-a,6-c

l-f,2-a,3-d,4-e,5-c,6-b
1 It's not over yet so don't count your chickens. 2 You must be on the alert all the time. 3
Look Olaf, you must keep a low profile. 4 We don't want to draw attention to ourselves.
5 You must be out of your mind! 6 Oh I arrived just in the nick of time.
2-c-f, 3-none (1-d, 4-b, 5-a)

l-a,2-c,3-b,4-d.5-f,6-e
1 She made a scene and the situation got completely out of hand. 2 The last straw was
when she started to make faces. 31 wanted to take his mind off the fact that I'd got into
the habit of smoking.
3-a-b, 5-none (1-e, 2-f, 4-c)

l-f,2-a,3-c,4-e,5-d.6-b
1 This kind of thing happens once in a blue moon. 2 The manager's congratulations went
to Paul's head. 3 Put your money away, it's my treat. 4 He'd better steer clear of his
father tonight. 5 I'm sorry but I must be off. 61 can't be bothered to read this book.
l-c,2-c,3-a,4-b,5-c,6-b

l-d,2-f,3-e,4-a,5-b,6-c
bring advantage cff —> take advantage of, take side. -> take sides, slide, of the mouth. -»
slip of the tongue, took afence -> took offence, in the bit of the minute. —> in the heat of
the moment, pressing yourfeet -> pulling your leg
l-c,2-d,3-f,4-a,5-b,6-e

l-b,2-e,3-c,4-f,5-d,6-a
getting a king on —> getting the hang of, rumours say it that —» rumour has it that, sit. a
good possibility io_do.-^ stand a good chance of doing, hand me afoot -> give me a
hand, outstayed his welcome -» correct!, took the hunt -»took the hint
l-e,2-a,3-d,4-c,5-f,6-b
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3rd week 2nd day

DEFINITIONS
WORD ORDER

MISFITS

3rd week 3rd day
DEFINITIONS
EDITING

ODDS & EXTRAS

3rd week 4th day

DEFINITIONS
LETTERS TO OLAF

DIALOGUE PAIRS

3rd week 5th day
DEFINITIONS
WORD ORDER

MISFITS

3rd week 6th day
DEFINITIONS
EDITING

ODDS & EXTRAS

4th week 1st day
DEFINITIONS
EDITING

ODDS & EXTRAS

4th week 2nd day
DEFINITIONS
LETTERS TO OLAF

l-b,2-f,3-e,4-c,5-a,6-d
1 It's to your credit that you didn't lose your temper. 21 want to have a word with you. 3
Take an umbrella to Scotland just to be on the safe side. 4 She told him in no uncertain
terms that he couldn't go. 5 Afterwards I thought better of it 6 Don't let go of my hand.
1-b, 2-a, 3-b ("Just to be on the safe side" gives the idea of conscious planning; it cannot
express regret about an accidental action in the past.), 4-b, 5-c ("In no uncertain terms"
means "strongly", "firmly" when one is angry, and one wouldn't therefore give a piece
of information or express a like/dislike in no uncertain terms.), 6-a

l-c,2-e,3-d,4-b,5-a,6-f
I When we try to think in the long run they always say, "we'll cross that bridge when we
come to it". 2 It's stupid to put an end to this project now that the end is in sight 3 Don't
put all your eggs in one basket; remember, better safe than sorry.
5-a-e, 4-none (1-f, 2-c, 3-b)

l-c,2-e.3-a,4-b,5-d,6-f
there's no accounts/or tasting —> there's no accounting for taste, doss, herself in to be —>
makes herself out to be, he's wellcom to —> he's welcome to, bring the rough with the flat
-»take the rough with the smooth, turn the situation on my advantage -> turn the
situation to my advantage, cojas. to any length —> go to any lengths
l-d,2-c,3-e,4-b,5-f,6-a

l-f,2-c,3-d,4-b,5-e,6-a
1 Her father put his foot down and refused. 2 Unfortunately he often goes off the point. 3
It's difficult to keep pace with the modern age. 4 He didn't take the new information into
account. 5 That's how he got his own back on her. 6 When did you lose track of Peter?
(Or: When did Peter lose track of you?)
1-b (Safety isn't the motivation for taking revenge.), 2-c, 3-c, 4-a ("Go off the point"
refers to a specific argument/discussion/lecture/etc, and not to general behaviour.), 5-c
(You don't decide in advance to outstay your welcome—usually you don't realize it.), 6-a

l-d,2-b,3-a,4-e,5-c,6-f
1 He made quite a career but it was at his family's expense. 2 They think we won't be
able to meet demands unless everybody toes the line. 3 With regard to your protest, all I
can say is don't bite off more than you can chew. 4 This movement came into being in
order to protect the environment.
4-c-d, 2-none (1-f, 3-e, 5-a)

l-d,2-e,3-c,4-b,5-f,6-a
1 He isn't completely familiar with the ins and outs of his profession, to put it mildly. 2
And it goes without saying that if you lose the thread I'll stop and repeat it for you. 3
When he said they were three people short, I said, "You must be kidding!"
5-c-e, 1-none (2-d, 3-a, 4-b)

l-a,2-e,3-b,4-d,5-f,6-c
on sleeping turns -> on speaking terms, take something of her breast —» get something
off her chest, out of the green -> out of the blue, it began to dorn in us -> it began to
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SENTENCE HALVES

4th week 3rd day
DEFINITIONS
WORD ORDER

MISFITS

4th week 4th day
DEFINITIONS
LETTERS TO OLAF

SENTENCE HALVES

4th week 5th day
DEFINITIONS
EDITING

ODDS & EXTRAS

4th week 6th day
DEFINITIONS
WORD ORDER

MISFITS

dawn on us, hjMed. the screw on the nose. -» hit the nail on the head, lifted my. gin -> lifted
my spirits
l-c,2-f,3-e,4-a,5-b,6-d

l-d,2-c,3-a,4-f,5-b,6-e
1 The hotel didn't come up to expectations. 2 Take everything Robert says with a pinch
of salt 3 He did it on the spur of the moment 4 She was absolutely scared stiff. 5 You
didn't do yourself justice in this test. 61 couldn't speak because I was out of breath.
1-c, 2-b (You can't "come up to expectations" unexpectedly.), 3-c, 4-a, 5-c ("On the spur
of the moment" refers to sudden behaviour, whereas "it began to dawn on me" happens
gradually!—he two cannot happen together therefore.), 6-b

l-c,2-e,3-b,4-d,5-f,6-a
filtfulled the requirements -> fulfilled the requirements, take out easy the way -» take the
easy way out, not on the less -» not in the least, push my finger over —> put my finger on,
got slicked -» got stuck, take your time —> correct!
l'C,2-d,3-e,4-a,5-f,6-b

l-d,2-e,3-b,4-c,5-a,6-f
1 Well, I hardly think that you'll be able to make ends meet on your salary, but the proof
of the pudding is in the eating. 21 hate doing written homework because I always have
pins and needles in my leg afterwards. 3 You should come to your senses: now we're all
in the same boat, thanks to the regulations that came into force last week.
4-e-b, 2-none (1-d, 3-a)

l-d,2-a,3-f.4-c,5-e,6-b
1 Make sure you keep a straight face. 2 Honest people never go back on their word. 3
Let's keep our fingers crossed for him. 4 If the worst comes to the worst I'll change jobs.
5 Once in a while he gets really drunk. 6 Does that ring a bell to you?
1-b, 2-a, 3-c, 4-c, 5-a, 6-c

WEEKEND REVIEWS

1st week 7th day
GAPS

SUBSTITUTIONS

MISTAKES

DEFINrnONS

1 at, 2 pain, 3 out, 4 for, 5 mind, 6 under, 7 with, 8 on, 9 the, 10 under, 11 come, 12 too,
13 up, 14 in, 15 lose, 16 make, 17 at, 18 most, 19 in, 20 up, 21 on, 22 together, 23 it, 24
about, 25 for, 26 take, 27 talk, 28 won't, 29 do, 30 more, 31 cup, 32 that's, 33 at, 34
about, 35 up, 36 up
1 too much of a hassle 2 That'll do 3 I'm feeling under the weather 4 raise objections
about 5 get the picture 6 take the trouble to 7 make yourself at home 8 loses his temper
1 nose at -» nose up at, 2 let -»leave, pease -> peace, 3 keep the pretence up -»keep up
the pretence, 4 take -> get, 5 speaking -*• talking, shops -> shop, 6 in —> on, nerve ->
nerves, 7 in the mind -»in mind, Sfor it his word -> his word for it, 9 A -> The, on -» in,
10 aren't -> are no,/or -> about
1 there's a lot at stake 2 at all costs 3 put it right 4 get it over with 5 that's more like it
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 1 have you been up to 2 that's not my cup of tea 3 Pull yourself together 4 pressed for
time 5 How come 6 making a fuss 7 the situation under control 8 that's not his style

OPPOSITES 1 bored out of my mind 2 on an empty stomach 3 a pain in the neck 4 made the most of 5
don't feel up to

2nd week 7th day
GAPS 1 on, 2 out, 3 bush, 4 can't, 5 mind, 6 chickens, 7 draw, 8 away, 9 habit, 10 out, 11 get, 12

give, 13 to, 14 be, 15 moment, 16 nick, 17 right, 18 it's, 19 down, 20 low, 21 keep, 22
make, 23 make, 24 moon, 25 pull, 26 pull, 27 of, 28 slip, 29 clear, 30 of, 31 take, 32 take,
33 off, 34 out, 35 last, 36 way

SUBSTITUTIONS 1 crossed my mind 2 Don't count your chickens 3 pull strings 4 be out of your mind 5 are
getting out of hand. 6 It's my treat 7 steer clear of 8 it was a slip of the tongue.

MISTAKES 1 scenes —> a scene, 2 go -» get, 3 alerts —> the alert 4 a side -> sides, 5 into —»to, 6
moment of heat -> heat of the moment, 7 a ring to him -» him a ring, 8 came —> got, to
smoke -> of smoking, 9 for you some -» you, 10 hold —> keep, short -> low

DEFINITIONS 1 get carried away 2 the last straw 3 draw attention to sy/sg 4 can't be bothered to do sg 5
jump down sy's throat

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 1 There isn't much in the way of 2 beating about the bush 3 in the nick of time 4 run
short of 5 take advantage of 6 take offence 7 once in a blue moon 8 making faces

OPPOSITES 11 must be off. 2 It serves you right. 3 was pulling your leg 4 take your mind off 5 That's
out of the question

3rd week 7th day
GAPS 1 at, 2 you're, 3 safe, 4 off, 5 into, 6 back, 7 get, 8 give, 9 off, 10 any, 11 have, 12 in, 13

to, 14 side, 15 keep, 16 of, 17 lose, 18 out, 19 meet, 20 outstay, 21 to, 22 eggs, 23 down,
24 has, 25 stand, 26 take, 27 the, 28 take, 29 terms, 30 sight, 31 accounting, 32 of, 33
line, 34 to, 35 cross , 36 to

SUBSTITUTIONS 1 You stand a good chance of being 2 there's no accounting for taste. 3 came into being 4
meet demands. 5 We'll cross that bridge when we come to it. 6 give me a hand 7 put all
your eggs in one basket 8 get my own back on him

MISTAKES 1 make -» put, with -» to, 2 stay out of-> outstay, 3 regards -» regard, 4 himself to -»
himself out to, 5 for being -»to be, 6 length -> lengths, 7 It's her -> It's to her, 8 make ->

. turn, in -> to, 9 on -» at, expence -> expense, 10 said -» told, with -> in
DEFINITIONS 1 better safe than sorry 2 take the rough with the smooth 3 go off the point 4 think better

of sg 5 take the hint
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 1 get the hang of 2 have a word with you 3 in the long run 4 keep pace with 5 lost track

of her 6 biting off more than you can chew 7 are welcome to 8 put my foot down
OPPOSITES 1 Rumour has it that 2 The end is in sight. 3 took into account 4 toed the line 5 let go of

4th week 7th day
GAPS 1 out, 2 stiff, 3 short, 4 come, 5 come, 6 up, 7 do, 8 fulfil, 9 off, 10 get, 11 back, 12

needles, 13 nail, 14 comes, 15 cuts, 16 began, 17 saying, 18 straight, 19 crossed, 20 lift,
21 lose, 22 ends, 23 in, 24 terms, 25 spur, 26 while, 27 out, 28 put, 29 pinch, 30 way, 31
take, 32 bell, 33 eating, 34 put, 35 same, 36 kidding

SUBSTITUTIONS 1 put my finger on 2 do yourself justice. 3 take it with a pinch of salt 4 went back on his
word. 5 come to your senses 6 come into force 7 That rings a bell! 8 the ins and outs

MISTAKES 1 dawning -» to dawn, 2 nail's -> nail on the, 3 a speaking term -> speaking terms, 4 use
-»take, 5 outside my -> out of, 6 filled -> fulfilled, 7 take -» get, 8 stands -» goes,
saying it -» saying, 9 even -> in the, 10 upon -» in, the -» a

DEFITIONS 1 the proof of the pudding is in the eating 2 lose the thread 3 out of the blue 4 take the
easy way out 5 come up to expectations

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 1 scared stiff 2 put it mildly 3 must be kidding 4 got stuck 5 keep my fingers crossed 6
keep a straight face 7 make ends meet 8 pins and needles in

OPPOSITES 1 are five people short 2 We're all in the same boat 3 if the worst comes to the worst 4
On the spur of the moment 5 lifted my spirits
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EXPRESSION INDEX

The expressions are listed in the way they were introduced in the texts. E.g. "be a pain in the neck"
can be found only under "be" and not under "pain" or "neck". Sorry! The numbers after the
expressions indicate the week and the day they first occurred in.

at all costs 1/5

at sy's expense 3/6

be a pain in the neck 1/6

be bored out of one's mind 1/2

be on the alert 2/3

be out of breath 4/3

be out of one's mind 2/3

be pressed for time 1/3

be scared stiff 4/3

be two/three/etc, things short 4/1

be welcome to do sg 3/4

bear it in mind 1/3

beat about the bush 2/1

better safe than sorry 3/3

bite off more than one can chew 3/6

can't be bothered to do sg 2/5
come into being 3/6

come into force 4/5

come to one's senses 4/5

come up to expectations 4/3
cross one's mind 2/1

do oneself justice 4/3
don't count your chickens 2/3

draw attention to sy/sg 2/3

feel under the weather 1/4
fulfil the requirements 4/4
get carried away 2/2

get into the habit of doing sg 2/4

no matter what effort or expense is required

with (financial) damage, loss or inconvenience to sy
be irritating, annoying or tiresome

be extremely bored
be watchful, ready for anything that may happen

have difficulty in breathing after e.g. running

be crazy or very foolish

be in a hurry, be short of time

be extremely afraid, terrified

need another two/three/etc, things

be kindly offered the chance to do sg

don't forget it, think about it
go around a subject instead of speaking about it directly and
openly

its better to take the trouble to prepare for every possible
consequence than to take risks

try to do/achieve more than one is able

not to care enough or not to take the trouble to do sg
start to exist

start having legal power; begin to operate

start to think or behave in a normal way again

reach the expected standard
occur to one; come into one's head as an idea

show one's abilities, features at their best

don't be over-optimistic and sure ofsg before it happens

make people notice sy/sg or realize sg

be unwell

be good enough, or do all that is wanted!required
go too far because of emotions or excitement

start doing sg regularly
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get it over with 1/1

get on sy's nerves 1/1

get one's own back on sy 3/5

get out of hand 2/4

get sg off one's chest 4/2

get stuck 4/4

get the hang of sg 3/1

get the picture 1/3

get to the point 2/1

give sy a hand 3/1

give sy a ring 2/1

go back on one's word 4/6

go off the point 3/5

go to any lengths to do sg 3/4

go to sy's head 2/5

have a word with sy 3/2

have pins and needles in one's
arm/leg/etc. 4/5

have the situation under control 1/5

hit the nail on the head 4/2

how come...? 1/1

I must be off 2/5

if the worst comes to the worst 4/6

in the heat of the moment 2/6

in the long run 3/3

in the nick of time 2/3

ins and outs 4/1

it began to dawn on sy 4/2

it goes without saying (that) 4/1

it serves sy right 2/2

it's my treat 2/5
it's to sy's credit 3/2

it's too much of a hassle 1/1
jump down sy's throat 2/2

complete or finish doing sg (unpleasant)
irritate sy

pay sy back for sg; take revenge

become uncontrollable
feel better because of speaking about sg that has worried or
depressed one
stop and not be able to continue
understand how to do sg, learn the basics

understand the situation

reach the important thing one wants to say

help sy

call sy on the phone
break a promise

start speaking about sg unconnected to the actual topic

try extremely hard todosg

make sy behave in an over-confident or foolish way

speak to sy
have a funny, sharp (tingling) feeling in one's leg/arm/etc. after
sitting/lying in a bad position
manage a difficult situation

interpret the situation exactly

why? how is that...?

I must leave right now

if matters become as bad as they can possibly be
influenced by an emotion or a highly emotional situation

not at once but beyond the near future
just in time; just before it would have been too late

all the details
it started to become clear to sy
it's natural; it follows automatically

it punishes sy justly; he/she deserves it

I'll pay for you
it should be mentioned as a positive thing about sy

it's too much trouble
react too angrily or sharply
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just to be on the safe side 3/2

keep a low profile 2/3

keep a straight face 4/6

keep one's fingers crossed 4/6

keep pace with sy/sg 3/5

keep sy company 2/2

keep up the pretence 1/5

leave sy in peace 1/4

let go of sg 3/2

lift sy's spirits 4/2

lose one's temper 1/6

lose the thread 4/1

lose track of sy/sg 3/5

make a fuss 1/2

make a scene 2/4

make ends meet (on sg) 4/5

make faces 2/4

make oneself at home 1/2

make oneself out to be sg/sy 3/4

make the most of sg 1/6

man in the street 1/5

meet demands 3/6

not in the least 4/4

not to be on speaking terms 4/2

not to feel up to it 1/4

on an empty stomach 1/1

on the spur of the moment 4/3

once in a while 4/6

once in a blue moon 2/5
out of the blue 4/2

outstay one's welcome 3/1

pull oneself together 1/4

just to be sure and not risk anything

try to go unnoticed; not talk or be seen a lot

keep a serious expression on one's face and not laugh or smile
when one wishes to

hope for a good result and wish sy luck

keep up or move at the same speed as sy/sg who/which is going
very fast or doing very well

be with sy so that he/she isn't left alone

keep up an image which is not supported by real facts

stop bothering/disturbing sy; leave sy alone

take your hand away and not hold sg any longer

make syfeel more optimistic and cheerful

express one's anger, irritation and impatience in an uncontrolled
way

be unable to follow or understand the line of a story or argument

be no longer able to follow sy's course; lose contact with sy

make a big thing out of nothing

express your feelings in a noisy, unpleasant or theatrical way

manage to live on the money one has

produce an expression of distaste/dislike/etc. on one's face

behave informally as if it was your home

act as if one were sg else

make maximum use ofsg, benefit from it as much as possible

ordinary or average person

give or produce enough of what is wanted

not at all, absolutely not

refuse to talk to each other, e.g. after a quarrel
not to feel ready or well enough for sg

without having eaten (for a long time)
*

suddenly, without any preparation; spontaneously

sometimes, from time to time

very rarely, hardly ever

suddenly, without any warning, unexpectedly

stay longer as a guest than one's hosts would like

make an effort to control oneself
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pull sy's leg 2/6

pull strings 2/1

put all one's eggs in one basket 3/3

put an end to sg 3/3

put it right 1/3

put one's finger on sg 4/4

put one's foot down 3/5

raise objections about sg 1/6

rumour has it that 3/1

run short of sg 2/2

slip of the tongue 2/6

stand a good chance of doing sg 3/1

steer clear of sy/sg 2/5

take advantage of sg 2/6

take into account 3/5

take it with a pinch of salt 4/3

take my word for it 1/5

take offence 2/6
take one's time 4/4

take sides 2/6

take sy's mind off sg 2/4

take the hint 3/1

take the easy way out 4/4

take the rough with the smooth 3/4

take the trouble to do sg 1/4

talk shop 1/2

tell sy in no uncertain terms 3/2

that rings a bell 4/6

that won't get you/sy anywhere 1/6

that'll do 1/2

that's more like it 1/3

that's not my cup of tea 1/1

that's not sy's style 1/5

say sg to sy in a joking way; tease sy
use one's power, influence, important friends to arrange sgfor sy
risk everything in a single action to achieve sg

stop/finish sg

correct a mistake

specify exactly, explain precisely

be firm in an objection or protest against some action

produce reasons against sg, object to sg

people are saying that

have little/few ofsg left

a verbal mistake; sg you didn't mean to say

there's a strong possibility that you'II be successful

avoid sy/sg; be careful not to have anything to do with sy/sg

use an opportunity/chance well

include in one's calculations; consider

not to take it absolutely seriously

believe me, accept what I say as true

get emotionally hurt, offended

not to hurry; use as much time as one needs

support sy in an argument or disagreement against the other

help sy not to think about sg bad

understand what has been indirectly suggested
steer clear of hard work

accept the fact that life has unpleasant aspects as well as
pleasant

spend extra time and energy to do sg

discuss with colleagues professional matters (often excluding
others from the conversation)

tell sy very firmly so that it can't be misunderstood

that sounds familiar, that reminds me ofsg

you /sy won't succeed or achieve your/their purpose like that

that's enough

that's better

I'm not interested in such things

sy is not like that, doesn't usually do that
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that's out of the question 2/1

the end is in sight 3/3

the last straw 2/4

the proof of the pudding is hi the
eating 4/5

there isn't much in the way of sg 2/2

there're no two ways about it 1/6
there's a lot at stake 1/3
there's no accounting for taste 3/4

think better of sg 3/2

to put it mildly 4/1

toe the line 3/6

turn one's nose up at sg 1/2
turn sg to one's advantage 3/4

we'll cross that bridge when we
come to it 3/3

we're all in the same boat 4/5

what have you been up to? 1/4

with regard to sg 3/6

you must be kidding! 4/1

that's impossible
sg is almost over, the end of it is near
a final event or thing which makes the situation absolutely
unbearable
sg should be tried out in practice and its value/quality should be
found out through experience
there's very little ofsg

this is how things are; this is the only option
there's so much to win or lose
everybody has different tastes, some of which are difficult to
understand
rethink a possible action and decide against it
make an understatement; to say the least
do assy expects or tells one to do

express an attitude that sg is not good enough for you
use sg in a way which is good for oneself
we shouldn't worry about or deal with that problem before it's
there

we are all in the same situation, with the same problem

what have you been doing?

as far assgis concerned; concerning/related to sg
surely you are joking!
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EXPRESSIONS ON YOUR OWN has been specially written to help you
learn English idioms, expressions and phrases—those 'nasty' things which
often make a language learner's life difficult, but which also provide the
spice of the language.

This book offers a complete do-it-yourself course in idiomatic English for
everyone who knows the basics of the language but wants to improve their
active vocabulary.

The structure of the course is clear and efficient: For each day there; is a
short and lively dialogue and a variety of practice exercises; then for the
weekend a TEST so that learners can check their progress. A special feature
of the book is that it also contains a set of word cards to help to memorize
the new expressions in a painless way.

Zolt£n Dornyei graduated from Eb'tvo's University, Budapest in English
and History of Art. Originally he wanted to become an art dealer but ended
up as a Lecturer at the Department of English, Eo'tvOs University, Budapest.
He holds a Ph.D. in psycholinguistics and is the co-author of WORDS ON
YOUR OWN, a vocabulary-building coursebook published in Hungary.

Sarah Thurrell graduated from Oxford University in Modern Languages.
Apart from English, she speaks French, German and Italian, and now she is
bravely fighting with Hungarian, 'a language impossible to learn'. She has
taught English in France and Hungary, and currently she is a Lecturer at the
Teacher Training College, EOtvOs University, Budapest. She has also been
a barmaid, a breakfast waitress and a holograph saleswoman—some of her
experiences are reflected in this book.

EXPRESSIONS ON YOUR OWN is based on a vocabulary teaching
system first introduced in WORDS ON YOUR OWN (Z. DOmyei, G.
Salamon, M. Szesztay. Budapest: International House, 1986), which—as its
title suggests—focuses on teaching single words. Here are some reviews of
WORDS ON YOUR OWN.

"Weird and wonderful ... an unusual and intriguing publication ... one
becomes engrossed and thoroughly entertained... information, humour and
a strong thread ofearthiness." EFL Gazette, London

"Words On Your Own ... has an interesting method... simple and effective
... most refreshing ... There is a lot of encouragement and many touches of
humour ... Students cannot fail to become involved and learn to take an
all-round view of words." BBC World Service, Speaking of English
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